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The First International Conference on Green Communications, Computing and
Technologies (GREEN 2016), held between July 24-28, 2016 in Nice, France, was an inaugural
event focusing on current green solutions, stringent requirements for further development, and
evaluations of potential directions. The event targets are bringing together academia, research
institutes, and industries working towards green solutions.
Expected economic, environmental and society wellbeing impact of green computing and
communications technologies led to important research and solutions achievements in recent
years. Environmental sustainability, high-energy efficiency, diversity of energy sources,
renewable energy resources contributed to new paradigms and technologies for green
computing and communication.
Economic metrics and social acceptability are still under scrutiny, despite the fact that
many solutions, technologies and products are available. Deployment at large scale and a long
term evaluation of benefits are under way in different areas where dedicated solutions are
applied.
The conference had the following tracks:
 Green computing and communication technologies
 Smart greed
 Energy awareness
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Abstract—This paper focuses on a significant research topic
“green/energy efficient wireless networks” that has drawn huge
attention due to important environmental, financial, and qualityof-experience (QoE) considerations. We mainly target energy
efficiency in a heterogeneous wireless medium with overlapped
coverage due to the co-existence of different cells (macro, micro,
pico, and femto), networks (cellular networks, wireless local areas
networks, wireless metropolitan area networks), and technologies
(radio frequency (RF) and visible light communications (VLC)).
This paper summarizes the authors’ research work in green networking via radio resource and network management solutions.
First, we present green multi-homing radio resource management
mechanisms in downlink and uplink for both RF and RF-VLC
heterogeneous networks. These techniques can be adopted at high
call traffic load conditions. Then, we present balanced dynamic
planning framework that can be adopted at low call traffic load
conditions.
Keywords–Green networking; multi-homing resource allocation;
dynamic planning.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The increasing demand for wireless communications services during the past decade has led to a wide deployment of
wireless access networks [1]. From the network operator point
of view, the base station (BS) is the main source of energy
consumption in the wireless access network (with almost 57%
of the operator total power consumption) [2] [3] [4]. From the
user perspective, high energy is consumed by mobile terminals
(MTs) in video and data calls. This high energy consumption
of BSs and MTs has raised environmental, financial, and
quality-of-experience (QoE) concerns.
From an environmental perspective, the telecommunications industry contributes by 2% of the total CO2 emissions
worldwide, and such a percentage is expected to double
by 2020 [5]. In addition, the expected lifetime of the MT
rechargeable batteries is approximately 2 − 3 years and results
in 25, 000 tons of disposed batteries annually [6]. Moreover,
the high energy consumption in wireless networks presents
a source of high heat dissipation and electronic pollution
[7]. From a financial point of view, technical reports have
demonstrated that the cost of energy bills of service providers
ranges from 18% (in mature markets in Europe) to 32% (in
India) of the operational expenditure (OPEX) [8] [9] and reach
up to 50% of the OPEX for cellular networks outside the power
grid [10] [11]. From a user QoE perspective, reports indicate
that over 60% of mobile users complain about their limited
battery capacity due to the increasing gap between the MT
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offered battery capacity and the mobile user demand for energy
[12].
Such concerns have motivated an increasing demand for
energy efficient (green) solutions in wireless access networks.
The research efforts carried out in this regard are referred to
as green network solutions. The main objectives of such a
paradigm are: 1) reducing energy consumption of communication devices (e.g., BSs and MTs) and 2) taking into account
the environmental impacts of the proposed solutions. In this
paper, we present our most recent research efforts in this
direction for both high and low call traffic load conditions.
At a high call traffic load condition, radio resource (e.g.,
power and bandwidth allocation) management techniques are
adopted, while network management solutions (e.g., dynamic
planning) are applied.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work in green networks at both high and
low call traffic load conditions. Section III summarizes our
research contributions for green solutions at a high call traffic
load condition via a multi-homing radio resource allocation.
Section IV summarizes our research contributions at a low
call traffic load condition via a balanced dynamic planning
approach. Finally, Section V presents conclusions and future
research directions.
II. G REEN S OLUTIONS : S TATE - OF - THE - ART
This section reviews state-of-the-art green networking solutions and analytical models from network operator and
mobile user perspectives at different traffic load conditions.
Overall, two categories can be distinguished for the green
networking solutions based on the call traffic load condition.
Scheduling techniques are adopted at a high and/or continuous
call traffic load, while resource on-off switching techniques are
implemented at a low and/or bursty call traffic load [13].
Different scheduling techniques are employed at a high
call traffic load condition. BSs can save energy via a margin
adaptive strategy where the objective is to minimize the
transmission power consumption while ensuring an acceptable
service quality for mobile users [14]. Furthermore, in a heterogeneous wireless medium with overlapped coverage from
different BSs, energy saving can be achieved by assigning MTs
to the BSs that consume the least transmission power [15].
On the other hand, MTs can save energy through sub-carrier
allocation and carrier aggregation techniques in orthogonal
frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) networks [16],
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while in time division multiple access (TDMA) networks, MTs
save energy by opportunistic transmission [17]. Moreover, BSs
and MTs can save energy in a heterogeneous wireless medium
through multi-homing resource allocation. In this case, the MT
simultaneously connects to multiple BSs and aggregates the
offered resources from these BSs to achieve the required data
rate. BSs can save energy in the downlink by coordinating
their transmission power for different radio interfaces of the
MT [18]. Similarly, MTs can save energy in the uplink
through efficient transmission power allocation to different
radio interfaces. In addition, small cell deployment can save
energy for both Bss and MTs by dividing the cell into several
tiers of smaller cells, and hence, reducing the transmission
range for BSs and MTs [19]. In this context, cell-on-edge
deployment can achieve more energy saving than uniform cell
deployment [19]. The main research challenge here is how to
deal with cross-tier interference between macro and small cells
[20]. Another approach that reduces the transmission range for
BSs and MTs and hence achieves energy saving relies on relays
or device-to-device (D2D) communications. When fixed relays
are deployed for energy saving, two research issues must be
handled, namely, optimal relay placement and relay selection
for minimum transmission power consumption [21]. Employing MTs as relays necessitates adopting incentive techniques to
motivate selfish mobile users to participate in data forwarding
[22]. In D2D communications, mobile nodes in close proximity
communicate directly with each other without going through
a BS. In this context, interference issues with cellular users
should be tackled for in-band underlay D2D communications
[23], while efficient radio resource partitioning should be
adopted for in-band overlay D2D communications [24], and
coordination techniques should be employed for out-band D2D
communications [25]. Moreover, BSs and MTs can save energy
through efficient scheduling among multiple energy sources.
For instance, the network operator can rely on multiple electricity retailers and decides how much electricity to procure
from each retailer to power the BSs using minimum cost and
CO2 emissions [26]. Also, using a mixture of on-grid and green
energy sources can lead to energy saving by maximizing the
utilization of green energy [27]. In this case, complementary
renewable sources (e.g., solar cells and wind turbines) can be
used to power the BSs [28]. For MTs, multiple batteries can
be employed where energy efficiency is improved due to the
batteries recovery effect [29].
At a low and/or bursty call traffic load condition, resource
on-off switching is adopted for energy saving. Specifically,
dynamic planning can be adopted where BSs with low call
traffic load can be switched off and the remaining active
BSs can support the ongoing calls [30]. Dynamic planning
mainly involves two phases, namely, user association and
BS operation. In user association, MTs are concentrated in
a few BSs to enable switching off lightly loaded BSs [31].
However, such a problem is highly complex due to its mixedinteger nature. Consequently, greedy algorithms are adopted
to enable a suboptimal switching decision. In this context,
greedy algorithms can be based on user-BS distance decision
criterion [32], network impact decision criterion [33], and
coverage hole avoidance decision criterion [34]. Following the
user association phase, three tasks should be carried out in
the BS operation phase, namely, accommodating future traffic
loads via bandwidth reservation [5], determining BS wake-
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Figure 1. Illustration of a heterogeneous wireless network [30].

up instants [35], and implementing the BS on-off switching
decision via BS wilting and blossoming [36]. For MTs, energy
saving can be achieved by on-off switching of the MT radio
interface according to traffic load condition. For downlink
traffic, the MT switches off its radio interface when no data
packets are available for the MT at the serving BS [37].
To further elongate the sleep duration, and hence, save more
energy, traffic shaping techniques can be adopted either at the
MT side [38] or at the BS side [39] to enable a more bursty
traffic. For uplink traffic, the MT performs joint optimization
of radio interface on-off switching, transmission power control,
and modulation and coding scheme selection [40]. In presence
of bi-directional traffic, a finite general Markov background
process is employed to model the uplink and downlink traffic
activity [41].
III. G REEN M ULTI - HOMING R ESOURCE A LLOCATION
Currently, the wireless communication medium is a heterogeneous environment with overlapped coverage from different
cells (macro, micro, pico, and femto), networks (cellular networks, wireless local area networks (WLANs), and wireless
metropolitan area networks (WMANs)), and technologies (radio frequency (RF) and visible light communication (VLC)),
as shown in Figure 1.
In a multi-homing access, the MT connects to all available
BSs of different networks, and radio resources (e.g., bandwidth
and power) are allocated to improve energy efficiency in
the networking environment. In the following, we highlight
our recent research efforts in green multi-homing resource
allocation for uplink and downlink scenarios and for RF and
RF-VLC inter-networking environments.
A. Green Uplink Multi-homing
One limitation with the existing mechanisms is that they
focus mainly on optimal power allocation to the MT different
radio interfaces, assuming an allocated bandwidth. These research efforts aim to exploit the diversity in fading channels
and propagation losses between the MT and different BSs to
improve the uplink energy efficiency. Further improvement
can be achieved due to the disparity in available bandwidth
at the BSs of different networks. This necessitates a joint
optimization framework for bandwidth and power allocation
to maximize uplink energy efficiency. Moreover, the existing
aggregation schemes deal with a situation where all radio
resources are operated by the same service provider. Thus,
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B. Green Downlink Multi-homing
Cooperative multi-homing radio resource allocation mechanisms can achieve higher energy saving compared with the
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centralized radio resource allocation mechanisms can be employed. In a heterogeneous networking environment, the aggregated resources belong to different service providers. As a result, novel decentralized mechanisms should be investigated to
enable coordination among MTs and BSs of different networks
to satisfy the required QoS in an energy efficient manner.
One challenge that faces implementing such a decentralized
mechanism is the associated high computational complexity.
Finally, the existing research deals with a single-user system
where the objective is to maximize energy efficiency for a
given mobile user. In practice, multi-user systems exist where
multiple mobile users compete on the available bandwidth to
satisfy their target service quality in an energy efficient manner.
In this context, maximizing the total (sum) energy efficiency
of all MTs may not be a good choice since the sum energy
efficiency can be maximized while some MTs achieve very
low energy efficiency.
In our research [42], we investigate the problem of joint
uplink bandwidth and power allocation to maximize energy
efficiency of a set of MTs with multi-homing capabilities. In
such a multi-user system, the objective is to maximize the
performance of the MT that achieves the minimum energy
efficiency in the geographical region. For each MT, energy
efficiency is defined as the ratio of the total achieved data
rate to the total power consumption. The total achieved data
rate for each MT is the summation of the data rates achieved
on each radio interface of the MT. Power consumption of
the MT accounts for both circuit and transmission power
consumption, and circuit power consumption has two parts,
namely, fixed power consumption and dynamic (bandwidth
scaling) power consumption. The resource allocation framework should satisfy the minimum required data rate for each
MT and should respect the power consumption constraint
for each MT and the bandwidth availability constraint for
each BS. The optimization problem in [42] is shown to be
a max-min concave-convex fractional program. Through a
parametric approach, the problem is transformed into a convex
optimization problem. The optimal solution can be obtained
using an iterative Dinkelbach-type algorithm. For each step,
the convex optimization problem should be solved to determine
the joint bandwidth and power allocation that satisfy the
aforementioned constraints for a given parameter. The decomposition theory is applied to solve the optimization problem,
which is decomposed into a power allocation sub-problem
and a bandwidth-allocation sub-problem. Through Lagrangian
multipliers, the two sub-problems are iteratively solved to
satisfy the minimum required data rate. Due to computational
complexity, a sub-optimal framework is designed, which is
based on determining the optimal Lagrangian multipliers for
maximizing the minimum average energy efficiency while
satisfying the average data rate constraint. Such Lagrangian
multipliers are then used in an online phase to allocate radio
resources to MTs according to the current channel conditions.
Simulation results in [42] have indicated an improved
energy efficiency performance over a power only allocation
benchmark, as shown in Figure 2, along with an improved
satisfaction index for the mobile users.

7
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6

Suboptimal−Case2
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0.5
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Figure 2. Average achieved energy efficiency versus total power available at
each MT [42].

single-network radio resource allocation mechanisms thanks to
the disparity in wireless channels and available radio resources.
However, the main limitation with the existing cooperative
mechanisms is the assumption that different networks are
willing to cooperate unconditionally so as to minimize the
total (sum) power consumption in the geographical region.
While this assumption can be true when different networks are
operated by the same service provider, however, in presence of
multi-service providers, cooperation is adopted only if mutual
benefits can be achieved. In addition, existing research relies
mainly on power allocation to minimize the consumption, and
hence, employs solely the disparity in channel conditions.
Finally, decentralized radio resource allocation mechanisms
should be adopted in such a multi-operator environment.
In our research [43], we investigate developing a win-win
cooperative joint radio resource (e.g., bandwidth and power)
allocation mechanism that ensures mutual power saving for all
cooperating network operators. The problem is formulated as
a Nash bargain game that maximizes energy saving for cooperating networks (compared with the non-cooperative case)
while ensuring that mutual power saving is achieved for all
participants. An asymmetric Nash bargain game is employed to
enable different networks to have different influence (bargain
power) to affect the resulting power saving for each network.
The rationale behind such an approach is to account for the fact
that some networks may have more capabilities (e.g., available
bandwidth) than other networks and this factor should be
accounted for in the problem formulation. The joint bandwidth
and power allocation framework should satisfy the minimum
required data rate of mobile users and the total bandwidth and
power consumption constraints for the BSs. The Nash bargain
game in [43] is shown to have a unique bargain point, and the
problem is transformed into an equivalent convex optimization
program. Using the decomposition theory, the joint bandwidth
and power allocation framework is decomposed into two subproblems for bandwidth allocation and power allocation that
are iteratively solved until the minimum required data rate is
satisfied.
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Figure 4. Energy efficiency against the fixed power of the VLC system [44].

Simulation results in [43] have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed win-win cooperative approach. While
more power saving can be obtained using the sum minimization solution (SMS) as compared with both the Nash bargain
solution (NBS) and the non-cooperative solution (NCS), the
NBS is more practical as it provides incentives to network
operators to participate in a cooperative framework. As shown
in Figure 3, the SMS for the second network (SMS2) is always
higher than the non-cooperative solution (NCS2), indicating
that it is not beneficial for network 2 to cooperate with network
1 under the SMS framework. On the other hand, the NBS2
is always less than or equal to the NCS2, indicating mutual
benefits (power saving) for both network operators.
C. RF-VLC Inter-networking
Most of the existing research in heterogeneous networks is
based on RF network integration as in WLAN and cellular
networks and macro-femto cells. One challenging issue in
such scenario is spectrum congestion in RF networks. On the
other hand, VLC is introduced as a promising technology that
uses visible light for communications, and hence, offers larger
spectrum availability and can achieve high data rates. More
importantly, VLC consumes almost no transmission power
since VLC uses illumination energy, which is already used
for lighting, for communications. However, VLC suffers from
reliability issue in absence of line-of-sight (LoS) component
and cannot support uplink transmission. Such limitations of
VLC networks motivates RF-VLC network integration to exploit the potential benefits of both networks and address their
limitations. In literature several Rf-VLC integration objectives
are investigated, namely, load balancing, throughput maximization, and uplink support. However, the existing research does
not investigate Rf-VLC network integration for energy efficient
(green) communications.
In our research [44], we investigate energy efficient integration of a VLC access point (AP) with a femto AP.
MTs aggregate the offered resources from both APs to satisfy
the required data rate using the multi-homing capability. The
achieved data rate from each AP is averaged over the LoS
availability probability mass function. For the RF network,
the MT experiences LoS and non-LoS (NLoS) channels with
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probabilities κ1 and (1 − κ1 ), respectively. On the other hand,
for the VLC network, the MT do not receive any data rate
for NLoS channel (with probability 1 − κ2 ) and receives data
rate only for LoS channel (with probability κ2 ). For each MT,
the total achieved data rate is the summation of the average
data rate achieved using VLC and femto APs, which should
satisfy a minimum required data rate. The total communication
power consumption for the APs has two components, namely,
VLC and femto AP power consumption. The VLC component
mainly includes a fixed power consumption that captures
the consumed power for signal processing, since no power
is consumed in data transmission. For the femto AP, both
transmission and fixed power consumption components are
accounted for. The objective in [44] is to maximize the total
energy efficiency (i.e., a ratio of total achieved throughput to
total power consumption) in the geographical region through
joint bandwidth and power allocation. The total allocated
bandwidth and power for each AP should satisfy the maximum
available bandwidth and power. The problem is shown to be
a fractional concave-convex program that can be transformed
into a convex optimization problem using a parametric approach. Using a Dinkelbach-type algorithm and decomposition
theory, the optimal joint resource allocation can be obtained.
Simulation results have demonstrated the improved energy
efficiency performance for the RF-VLC network compared
with multi-homing among RF only networks and in absence of
multi-homing. Such an improved performance mainly depends
on the amount of VLC fixed power consumption as shown in
Figure 4.
IV. BALANCED DYNAMIC P LANNING F RAMEWORK
At a low call traffic load condition, network operators
can save energy by switching off lightly loaded BSs and the
traffic is supported by the remaining active cells. The existing
research mainly focus on improving energy saving for network
operators (i.e., in the downlink) with no investigation on the
incurred energy consumption in the uplink and its impact on
service quality deterioration for uplink mobile users. Specifically, the existing dynamic planning mechanisms switch off

4

V. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE R ESEARCH
Radio resource scheduling techniques are adopted at a
high call traffic load condition to improve energy efficiency
for network operators and mobile users. Green multi-homing
techniques in the uplink, downlink, and for RF-VLC internetworking have been investigated. Emphasis is given to decentralized joint bandwidth and power allocation to maximize
energy efficiency. At a low call traffic load condition, balanced
dynamic planning can be implemented to achieve energy
saving for network operators while not jeopardizing service
quality for uplink users due to high energy consumption in
the uplink.
While most existing research focus on saving energy either
for the network operators or the mobile users, future research
directions should consider joint energy saving for network operators and mobile users. For instance, BSs and MTs can save
energy at low call traffic load condition via on-off switching
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the BSs that can balance energy saving for network operators
with service quality of downlink mobile users. However, such
an approach can lead to inefficient MT-BS association in the
uplink (i.e., from mobile user perspective) due to switching
off nearby BSs resulting in larger transmission distances for
uplink mobile users. Consequently, MTs suffer from battery
drain at a faster rate leading to call dropping, i.e., deterioration
of service quality for uplink users. As a result, a balanced
dynamic planning approach is required to account for energy
saving and service quality both in the downlink and uplink.
In our research [45], we present a balanced dynamic
planning framework that is based on a two-timescale decision
problem. Consider a cluster of two BSs with overlapped coverage. Since BS operation (i.e., on-off switching) does not occur
at same rate as the MT association, time is partitioned into
two timescales. The BS operation occurs at a slow rate (with
scale of hours) according to temporal fluctuations in call traffic
load density. On the other hand, the MT association occurs at
a faster rate (with scale of minutes) according to user arrivals
and departures. The slow timescale system state represents
the uplink and downlink call traffic load densities, which can
be inferred from historical traffic load patterns. Based on the
slow timescale state, the slow timescale decision specifies the
BS operation mode while satisfying a target call blocking
probabilities in the uplink and downlink. The fast timescale
state represents the number of mobile users in the uplink
and downlink. Two Geo/Geo/M/M queues captures temporal
fluctuations in number of MTs in the uplink and downlink. Following the fast timescale state and the slow timescale decision,
the fast timescale decision controls the transmission powers of
the BSs and MTs. The decision problem objective is to balance
the expected uplink and downlink energy consumption based
on a weighting factor. Such a weighting factor captures the
significance of uplink energy consumption and its impact on
uplink service quality degradation.
Simulation results have demonstrated the effectiveness of
the balanced dynamic planning approach compared with traditional approaches that accounts only for downlink service
quality. Unlike the traditional approaches, the balanced approach switching decision depends on the uplink arrival rate
and the weighting factor, as shown in Figures 5a, which leads
to improved energy saving for the MTs, as shown in Figures
5b.

Expected downlink energy consumption (kilo Joule)
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Figure 5. The expected energy consumption versus the arrival rate of uplink
users and the weighting factor [45].

mechanisms. The existing research allows an MT to switch
off its radio interface for energy saving while dealing with
buffer delay and/or overflow at the BS. However, the impact
of BS on-off switching is not considered. In addition, the
existing opportunistic scheduling mechanisms result in energy
saving either for network operators or mobile users. However,
opportunistic scheduling MTs with bidirectional traffic should
ensure energy saving for both network operators and mobile
users.
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Abstract— This paper presents the channel propagation
characteristics analysis in 3500MHz outdoor environments and
verification by Ray-Tracing simulations. Because we are
studying small cell hot spot environment, we use 3500MHz. We
describe a computer program to predict radio propagation in
buildings, based on site-specific information, such as wall
locations and building materials. Line-of-sight, specularly
transmitted, specularly reflected, and non-specularly
transmitted and reflected rays are included in the model.
Actually, we considered two places, each one with different
environmental conditions: one was Dunsan-dong and the
second was the Electronics and Telecommunications Research
Institute (ETRI). We measured the path loss and, to verify our
measurement results, we compared them with Ray-Tracing
results.

results and simulation results from the Ray-Tracing 3D
simulator to verify our data. This paper is structured into 4
sections. In Section II, we explain the measurement
environments. In Section III, we perform channel
characteristic analysis and in Section IV we deal with
verification of path loss analysis using Ray-Tracing. We
conclude in Section V.
II.

MEASUREMENT EVIRONMENTS

The measurements were performed in 2 places in Daejeon
using an antenna array mounted on a car. These places are
shown in Figure 1. We used a 1-by-1 antenna, i.e, SingleInput Single-Output (SISO) and the wideband radio channel
measurement system was the channel sounder.

Keywords- path loss; outdoor path analysis; Ray-Tracing.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of the experiment is to analyze the channel
propagation characteristics. Currently, the rapid increase in
demand for wireless communication and the explosive
growth of the mobile communication service require
optimization of the next generation mobile communication
system. The development of efficient frequency use and
study of competitive next generation radio transmission
technology are based on the exact identification of the radio
channel characteristics. Path loss is one of the many channel
parameters that can represent radio channel characteristics.
Also, microcellular path loss can be predicted from the Ultra
High Frequency (UHF) [1]. Finally, the experiment was
difficult to execute because of poor meteorological
conditions such as rain, preventing the progress of the
experiment.
In this paper, we present results that were obtained in the
ETRI and Dunsan- dong outdoor environments. We used a
lisotropic antenna with 3500MHz frequency. Many people
claim that 3500MHz is the frequency of 5G. For this reason,
we decided to analyze the 3500MHz. The power was
different in the two locations: for ETRI, it was 0.974W and
for Dunsan-dong it was 2W. We focused on propagation
characteristics, which are important for the development and
validation of a realistic channel model. No experiment was
performed in bad weather, so there were difficulties or
obstacles in that regard. We compared the measurement

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2016.
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(a) Dunsan- dong

(b) ETRI
Figure 1. Measurement area
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As shown in Figure 1, the measurement scenarios
consist of 2 different Tx locations and Rx routes. Dunsandong Tx is inside a building and ETRI is in stadium. During
the measurements, the Tx was stationary at each site, while
the Rx was driven along the measurement routes. TABLE I
shows the detailed information of the measurement places.
TABLE I. THE DETAILED INFORMATION OF MEASUREMENT PLACES

Location

Feature

Dunsan
dong

 High-rise buildings (above 10 floors) and
many lanes road , heavy traffic

ETRI

 Low-rise buildings (above 6 floors) and
many lanes road , light traffic

Antenna was located in the middle of the rooftop on the
motor vehicle at a base station (BS) with the antenna height
of 7.3 m. The mobile station (MS)’s antenna with the
antenna height of 2 m was set on the end of the rooftop on
the motor vehicle because we could ignore the reflection
since the absorber was installed on the rear surface of the
vehicle. TABLE II shows the information related to the
channel sounder system.
TABLE II. CHANNEL SOUNDER SYSTEM

Item
Center Frequency
PN Length
(Pseudo Random
Noise Swquence)
Number of Antenna
Antenna Height
RX ADC
Tx Output Power
Tx/Rx Antenna Gain

Specification
3.5 GHz
32768 chips
Tx : 1, Rx : 1
Tx : 7.3 m, Rx : 2 m
Sampling : 209MSa/s
Max. +33dBm
5.82dBi

The measurement frequency was 3.5 GHz and PN length
was 32768 chips. The sample data was the transmission of
two million per second, the maximum transmit power of
33dBm in Tx. SISO was the antenna that we used.

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2016.
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Figure 2. Measurement system configuration

Figure 2 shows our measurement system. The
transmission data consisted of 209*106 samples, and the
communication took place via an antenna through the RF
(Radio Frequency) module and the Power Amp.
III.

CHANNEL CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS

Path loss is a major element in planning cell coverage. In
the UHF (Ultra High Frequency) band case, there are many
existing models. For example, Kronrcker model,
Weichelberger model, etc. But, there are few studies on peer
to peer signal attenuation at 700 MHz frequency. The
propagation of energy from the transmitter to the receiver
occurs in various modes. Because of this, it is important to
recognize the path loss dependence. The path loss is
extracted from the measurements and comparisons are made
with the results [2][3].
The distance-dependent part of the path loss is modeled
to be a function of the geometrical distance, d, as
 d
PL (d )  L0  10n log10 
 d ref


  X ,


[dB]

(1)

where L0 is the initial value at the reference distance dref
and n is the path loss index, and Xσ is standard deviation.
The measured received power values indicate that the path
loss decreases when the receiving vehicle moves because
that path loss is reduced in a logarithmic form [4].
Measurement was performed at each place per 100 m,
and over 100 times of each test point. Path loss occurs when
the signal passes through a radio channel. Figure 3 shows the
path loss that occurs when the car moves 10m~500m .
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According to the above results, path loss characteristic is
distance-dependent. Dunsan-dong PL Initial Value and PL
index are much bigger than ETRI. But the result of standard
deviation is different; ETRI is bigger than Dunsan – dong.

0

Received Power[dBm]

-20

-40

IV.
-60

A. Ray-Tracing simulation configuration
To verify the validity of the measurement results, we
made a simulation based on the ETRI and Dunsan-dong
cases. Then, we compared the simulation results with our
measurements. We made a 3D model similar to the real
environment for Ray-Tracing simulation. In the RayTracing we used quality of the material. A software
application has been written to implement the model as an
automated propagation prediction tool. The program uses
Ray –Tracing to account for all possible propagation paths.
Ray-Tracing is commonly used for computer image
rendering and for computer animation. Ray-Tracing is used
instead of electromagnetic image theory so various channel
geometries can be considered. Image theory is cumbersome
when randomly oriented objects or multiple reflections are
considered. As computation times increase, Ray-Tracing
acceleration techniques are employed to combat the
computational requirements of Ray-Tracing. In Ray-Tracing
we set up some materials [5].
Floor and buildings are concrete, forest and trees are
wood, and finally, tennis court is sandy soil. Figure 4 and 5
show the Ray-Tracing simulation configuration for ETRI
and Dunsan – dong, respectively.
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Figure 3. Received level of our measured data

Comparing the two measurement areas, we can see that
the Dunsan - dong has a large power attenuation. It means
that, when the radio wave moves in the wireless channel,
lots of elements interrupt the flow of the radio wave.
Actually, high rise buildings, large pedestrian population
and vehicles added a lot more distractions. Table 3 shows
the measurement environment by a constant value.
TABLE III.

COMPARE THE MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT BY A
CONSTANT VALUE

Measurement conditions
Area

f(GHz)

hb(m)

hm(m)

Path loss (PL)
dref(m)

ETRI
Dunsandong

3.5

7.5

2.0

20

l0

n

Xs(d
B)

4.36
7

3.4
3

11.2

20.0
6

4.2

8.91

Figure 4. Simulation configuration of ETRI case
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B. Verification of our measurement result
Figure 6 shows a comparison between Ray-Tracing and
our measurement data. The red line represents the
measurement results and the blue line is the Ray-Tracing
simulation result. In ETRI, the result of Ray-Tracing and
measurement are little bit different. The reason is that, in
ETRI, there are many hills and it is very difficult to express
that in Ray-Tracing. This is this reason why the graph is not
perfect match. But, in Dunsan-dong, the 2 graphs are similar.
0
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Measurement
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Received Power[dBm]
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We presented a measurement system, and measured the
characteristics of the wave propagation in the outdoor
environment at 3500MHz. We deduced path characteristics
for SISO wireless mobile communication systems in the
outdoor environments from the measured data. Also, we
compared path characteristics with simulation results
obtained by Ray-Tracing. From the comparison results, we
conclude that there is little difference in path characteristics.
Path loss characteristics have different trend in the Dunsandong and ETRI case. In ETRI, there are many different
materials so, the graph is a little different. So, we need to
make a new path loss model for new mobile communication
system. Finally, to verify the validity of the analysis results,
the measurement data is compared to simulation results. The
measurement data and simulated data show similar
inclination, which leads us to believe that our measurements
are correct.
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Channel Measurement and Characteristics Analysis on 3.5GHz Outdoor
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Abstract— If the channel characteristics of an outdoor cell are
known, it makes it possible to use the optimal frequency and to
optimize the system design. This paper presents the
correlations between channel parameter Path Loss (PL), root
mean square Delay Spread (DS), and K-factor established
based on channel measurements. The channel measurements
were performed in a 3.5 GHz Non-Line of Sight (NLOS)
environment. We measured the channel characteristics in
Dunsan area in Korea using a channel sounder and 1×1
antennas. The correlations between channel parameters show
that the wireless channel characteristics can be determined and
effective communication system design can be produced for use
in similar environments.
Keywords-Channel parameter;
Correlation coefficients.

I.

Mobile

communication;

INTRODUCTION

It is important to analyze the radio channel parameters
from the latest high-speed wireless communication [1]. A
sharp demand for wireless communications requires the
development and optimization of the next generation mobile
communication system. Development of efficient frequency
use and study of a wireless transmission technology having
high competitiveness is based on the understanding of the
correct radio channel characteristics. Radio channel
characteristics are based on the channel parameter analysis.
Channel parameter analysis is helpful in understanding the
characteristics of the propagation channel space and have a
significant impact on the design of the mobile system.
Current wireless channel models were established through
measurement of a wide range of channel 800MHz ~ 2.5GHz
band. Typically, it is used to establish, based on the channel
model for the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
standard channel model [2]. Propagation Modeling and
Analysis for the current below 6GHz band is being studied in
major countries such as the United States, Europe, Japan
progress. In addition, the international standards organization
[ITU, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE), 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP),
WINNER] has proposed a standard and modeling results of
the analysis method [3].
Recently,
many
countries
and
international
standardization organizations are working to examine the
next-generation mobile (5G) wireless communication system
using a range of frequencies below 6GHz. Therefore, it is

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2016.
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determined that the prior studies of the same frequency band
are necessary in Korea. International standards organizations
have classified bandwidth utilization as high as 3GHz ~
4GHz frequency among the next generation of mobile
communications. In this paper, the selection of a 3.5GHz
band and the analysis of the propagation characteristics of
the channel parameters are measured and presented based on
the correlation between the parameters. Analysis of the
channel in such an environment will facilitate the system
design of future communication systems.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is an
introduction section; Section 3 presents the channel
characteristic parameters and correlation analysis with
related measurement data; Section 4 provides a summary and
conclusions of the this paper.
II.

MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

A. System environments
This study analyzes the propagation characteristics in the
frequency band of 3.5GHz for a 5-generation wireless
mobile communication system. We focused on the primary
channel characterization of the physical channel. Hence, we
constructed a measurement system to analyze the
propagation characteristics.
We took our measurements on the Dunsan area using
1×1 antennas and a channel sounder from the Korea
Electronics and Telecommunications Research Institute
(ETRI). We were using the channel sounder to the system.
Further details are shown in Table 1.
Table I.

CHANNEL SOUNDER SYSTEM

Item

Specification

Center Frequency

3.5 GHz

PN Length

32768 chips

Number of Antenna

Tx : 1, Rx : 1

Antenna Height

Tx : 7.3 m, Rx : 2 m

RX ADC

Sampling : 209 MSa/s

Tx Output Power

Max. +33dBm

Tx/Rx Antenna Gain

5.82dBi

The measurement frequency was 3.5 GHz and Pseudo
Random Noise Sequence (PN Codes) was using 32768
chips. The sample data was the transmission of two million
per second, the maximum transmit power of 33dBm is Tx.
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Antenna gain is 5.82dBi in one. We used a 1-by-1 antenna,
i.e, Single-Input Single-Output (SISO).

III.

CHANNEL CHARACTERISTIC ANALYSIS

A. Path Loss (PL)
Signal passing through a radio channel results in path
loss. When the path loss is caused by the encounter, each
reflection, diffraction, scattering will have a different value
according to the surrounding environment and the distance
between the transceiver. The power value changes according
to the distance and has the following distribution [4].
( )=

Figure 1. Measurement system configuration

Figure 1 presents our measurement system. Transmission
is sent using 209*10^6 samples of data, and the
communication takes place via an antenna through the RF
module and the Power Amp. Align the synchronization via
GPS and Timing Module. In the receiver, the signal is
received via the IQ Data RF Module. Also, the channel
parameters are derived from the S/W.

− 10

(1)

+

where L0 is the initial value, and n is the index of the
path-loss. Figure 3 illustrates the received power according
to the distance measured from Dunsan area.
The measured reception power value is reduced to a
logarithmic function type according to distance. This is
meant to increase their element to interrupt the flow of the
radio wave according to the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver. In fact, the high buildings and large floating
population and vehicle were acting as impediments.
The received power value measured in the region Dunsan
follows the following distribution.
+ 8.91 (2)

( ) = 20.06 − 4.204 × 10
Pass Loss
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Figure 3. Path loss according to the distance
Figure 2. Dunsan measuring area

B. Measurement Scenario
In this study, we measured the propagation
characteristics. Our selected area was Dunsan, characterized
by an urban environment within about 1 km. Figure 2 shows
an aerial photograph of the building location and the area of
the measurement region. A Base Station (BS), as shown in
Table 1, is installed in the antenna height of 7.3m and a
Mobile Station (MS) has been set on top of the roof of a car
at 2m. MS is moving along a path within 500m around the
BS, measuring the radio wave, and storing the measured
data. We analyze the channel parameters based on the stored
data.
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Figure 2 shows the distance away from the BS that tends
to be much higher with respect to the number of buildings.
Figure 3 shows the tendency on the received power
distribution to increase with the distance; at 500m point, the
power received shows a big difference of 40dbm.
B. Delay Spread (DS)
Delay spread is due to multipath reflections and
influences the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI). Therefore, the
maximum data rates on the communication applications
could be limited by ISI.
Time delay spread is derived by calculating the signal
level and the noise signal over a reference impulse signal. 1
sample corresponds to 0.48 us and multiplies the time and
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power values of a fading signal to calculate the Mean Excess
Delay value [5].
̅=

∑

∑

(

(

)

(3)

)

The RMS delay spread is defined as the square root of
the second central moment of the Mean Excess Delay.
Figure 4 shows the RMS delay spread in our scenario.
Delay Spread
4.5
Measurement

where c2 is the power of the LOS component and 2σ2 is
the power of the NLOS component. The K-factor is an
important parameter in a wireless channel system since it
defines the power probability of the LOS component. The
results are shown in Figure 5; they are calculated by the
measured data is K-factor and tend to be inversely
proportional with the distance. This means that, according to
the increasing distance, the LOS signal component is
reduced.

4

D. Channel Capacity
To derive the channel capacitor of performance in a
wireless channel, the channel capacity from SISO radio
channel is calculated by the following formula [7].

RMS Delay Spread [us]

3.5
3
2.5
2

1
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500

|ℎ|

1+

(5)

where γ denotes the total received signal-to-noise ratio
and h represents the channel.
Figure 6 shows the cumulative distribution probability
according to the channel capacity. Blue, red and black lines
represent SNR 0, 10, 20dB, respectively. It can be seen that
the channel capacitor is proportional to the SNR.
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C=
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Figure 4. RMS Delay Spread according to the distance

As expected, the highest delay spreads are found mostly
because of its high density of scattering.

CDF for Channel Capacity

1

C. K-factor
In many radio environments, the complex path gain
consists of a fixed component plus a zero-mean fluctuating
component. The ratio of the fixed and fluctuating power
components is defined as the K-factor [6].
K[dB] = 10

(4)
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Figure 6. Cumulative Distribution Function for Channel Capacity

Measurement

E. Correlation Channel Parameters
The correlation of the parameters observed in the
measured data is reflected in joint power or probability
distributions.
ρ =
(6)
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Figure 5. K-factor according to the distance
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600

where Cxy is the cross-covariance of channel parameters
x and y. The correlation between the different channel
parameters is an important property when developing and
evaluating channel models. The correlation coefficients for
all of the combinations of the estimated channel parameters
are shown in Figure 8. Figure 9 presents the analysis data
from a similar environment at 300 MHz [8]. We can see a
positive correlation in our scenario between the K-factor and
DS in Figure 7.
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according to distance. However, the correlation between
distance and PLs exposes the difference between the Korean
environment and the Swedish environment, are -0.65 and 0.87, respectively. The difference in the two environments is
closely associated with the landscape, surroundings, and
temperature. The amplitude of the multipath components is
frequency dependent, resulting in different fading
characteristics in the channel and also the channel
parameters.

DS vs KF
80
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K-factor [dB]
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-20
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IV.
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Figure 7. The Correlation for DS vs KF

Figure 8. Correlation Coefficients

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented the correlation between
channel parameters at 3.5GHz, which is an important
frequency band for radio services and new mobile
communication. It was measured according to a receiver path
in an urban area environment. We derived channel
parameters, such as path loss, delay spread and K-factor for
SISO wireless system from the measured data. Also, the
correlation coefficients of the channel parameters were
derived for the urban environment. High negative
correlations between DS and PL are observed in this urban
scenario. It means the generation of a large path loss. Similar
correlations can be found with measurements at 300 MHz.
But, the correlation between distance and k-factor shows the
difference between the Korean environment and the Swedish
environment. This difference shows the measurement
frequency band and the difference between Korean and
Swedish environments. Generalizations should be explained
from the environment structure, propagation mechanism, and
the inclusion of other related measurement results, which
should be done in the future.
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Abstract—The rise in electricity demand, environmental
concerns, and economic issues have increased the importance
of demand response in recent years. Among different incentive
methods of demand side management (DSM) programs, realtime pricing (RTP) can adaptively control the electricity
consumption while giving the decision authority to customers
and satisfying the power system constraints. Although the
existing RTP methods require a complicated computational
process to determine the equilibrium point, this paper
proposes a heuristic two-stage iterative method to quickly find
the market equilibrium using the Cournot oligopoly
competition model in a smart grid. The proposed method
minimizes the cost for each customer by running a simple
computational algorithm on each customer’s smart meter
while also satisfying the power system constraints. The
effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed method is
demonstrated by conducting simulations in the IEEE 37-bus
test system with about 1500 customers using real data sets of
loads. The results show that the proposed technique can better
manage the elastic loads in terms of power and cost in
comparison with the existing methods and is quick enough to
run in real-time.
Keywords-Demand side management; Imperfect competition
market; Indirect control; Real-time pricing; Smart grid; Smart
meter.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Demand response (DR) can be defined as any change in
electric usage of end-use customers from their normal
consumption patterns in response to incentive payments
designed to induce lower electricity use at times of high cost
of electricity supply [1]. Under this definition, the demand
side management (DSM) programs include all activities that
alters the consumer’s demand profile to match the supply
profile [2]. The idea of DSM is not new and it emerged in
electrical systems in the 1970s and has evolved over the past
four decades. The smart grid (SG), infrastructures such as
two-way communication system are attracting more
researchers to DSM concepts in recent years.
Implementing DSM leads to technical and economic
benefits for utilities and customers, if the number of
participants is large enough. Customer motivation methods
in DSM have a major role in the customers’ participation.
The different motivation methods in DSM are surveyed into
[3]. Generally, the motivation methods can be divided in two
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main categories: incentive based methods and time based
methods. The incentive based programs offer payments to
customers who reduce their electricity usage during periods
of system need or stress [4]. However, in order to determine
the amount of reduction, a baseline load threshold must be
calculated for each customer, which is a complicated and
imprecise procedure [5].
In the time based programs, the price of consumption is
varied based on the time of usage and can lead customers to
transfer consumption to the off-peak period [6]. The time
based program has two different subcategories. Some
programs offer varying prices for different time periods but
do not change prices based on customers’ decisions, e.g., the
time of use (TOU) method. Some other programs consider
the effects of customers’ decisions and change the price in
real-time manner, e.g., real-time pricing (RTP) method.
The TOU method has a critical drawback; since the price
of each time period is independent from customers’ behavior
and each customer decides individually, it is possible that all
customers decide to simultaneously use in off peak period ,
causing a new “rebound” peak [7,8]. In order to solve this
problem, retailers must determine the price of each time
period based on the real-time consumption. Implementation
of RTP method requires two-way real-time communication
and complicated computational process for determining the
optimum price [3]. This complication causes most of
researchers employ direct methods to control demand, and
minimize the total cost of the distribution grid by a central
optimization technique [9,10]. However, using a direct
control method takes away the decision authority from
customers and produces adverse effects in the popularity and
security of participants [11]. In addition, most of DSM
methods do not pay attention to each customer’s profit, and
as a result, customers tend to contribute less in DSM. In
order to solve this problem, the authors of [12] propose a
multi-agent framework to minimize the electricity bill of
each household while considering the piecewise linear
function for each customer’s cost. Still, the method neglects
the correlation of loads with each other and cannot prevent
rebounding peak.
Implementing the RTP-based indirect DSM program
involves the electrical market models with an oligopoly
competition instead of the perfect competition model.
Typically, there are two competitive market models: the
perfect competition and the imperfect competition
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(oligopoly) model. The perfect competition model, which
assumes that the decision of each participant in market has
no effect in the market price, is relatively simpler and so it
has gained popularity in the power market. Although in the
power system, the consumption of each customer alone has
negligible effect in the whole network; in indirect controlling,
due to customers sometimes making similar decisions, it may
have a big effect on the power system. In this case, the power
market cannot be modeled by a perfect competition, and in
order to consider the effect of real-time behavior of
customers, an imperfect competition or oligopoly model is
more suitable. The implementation of an imperfect
competition is much more complicated than a perfect one.
For modeling oligopoly energy productions, the Cournot
competition model is widely used [13]. However, using this
model on the customer side, with many participants, has
more complexity. Since customers cannot neglect their
energy consumption, they can only shift it to another time
period; therefore, the energy consumption of each time
depends on the consumption of other time periods. On the
other hand, the energy price of different time periods
depends on the total network consumption and loss in that
time period. Consequently, in the Cournot model, the energy
price of each time interval depends on the consumption of all
customers in the present and the future time periods. The
authors of [14] employ a Cournot competition to model a
dynamic price for an intelligent building but they make some
simplifying assumptions, such as linear inverse demand
curve or having exclusive energy storage device to solve the
problem, which limits the implementation of their technique.
Another weak point of existing research in DSM is that
most of them do not consider the power system limits such
as the electrical lines’ overloading, power stability, power
loss, and so on. A game-theoretic real-time price market to
maximize the profit of each participant is proposed in [15].
However, their method does not have the ability to consider
nonlinear power flow equations.
In this paper, we propose a new heuristic two-stage
technique to implement indirect DSM program under RTP
method. This technique can quickly find the optimum power
of each customer in a decentralize manner to minimize their
own cost while satisfying the technical constraints of the
power system. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:
• Proposes a dynamic RTP-based DSM program using
a Cournot imperfect competition market model
preventing rebound peak.
• Implements an indirect charging technique that gives
the decision authority to all customers.
• Minimizes the cost of each customer individually
instead of considering whole the network cost (all
customers together).
• Proposes a heuristic two-stage iterative method to
quickly find the market equilibrium point.
• Considers the power issues such as power loss or
lines overload using nonlinear power flow equations.
• Solves systems with nonlinear constraints and nonconvex cost function.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
mathematical modeling of the RTP-based indirect DSM is
presented in Section II. A proposed heuristic method is
explained in Section III. The simulation network and the
simulation results are detailed in Section IV. Finally, we
conclude in Section V.
II.

RTP-BASED INDIRECT DSM MODEL

In this RTP-based indirect DSM program, each customer
wants to schedule its appliances to minimize its cost by
considering the influence of other customers based on the
Cournot oligopoly model. It is assumed that each customer
has two types of loads: inelastic loads, which cannot be
shifted, such as lightings, and elastic loads, such as wet
appliances, which can shift during a defined time period.
When one appliance starts to operate it should continue its
operation until the given task is done. In this case, each
customer should determine the optimum time of turning
elastic loads on, while satisfying the network and its own
constraints. The objective function of this optimization
problem is defined as follows:
t0 , k + td ,ik

ne ,i

Min Obj = ∑
t0 , k

∑

=
k 1 =t t0 ,ik

(1)

Pe ,ik (t ).π (t )

where Pe,ik (t) is the active power of the i-th customer’s k-th
elastic appliance in time t; t0,ik is the starting time of the k-th
appliance; td,ik is the time duration that the appliance need to
finish its task; ne,i is the number of i-th customer’s elastic
appliances; π(t) is the market price and it is updated based on
the total real-time power consumption of the network in each
time interval as follows:
ne ,i
 n 

=
k 1

 i 1=







π ( t )= S  ∑  Pie ,i ( t ) + ∑ Pe,ik ( t )  + Ploss ( t )  ,


(2)

where n is the number of customers, Pie,i(t) is the inelastic
power of i-th customer; Ploss is the power loss of the
electrical grid; and S is the power grid supply function
calculated from supply side management (SSM) program or
the supply curve giving the cost of the supplied energy for
the power grid. The power loss of the network can be
calculated as follows [16]:
=
Ploss

m

m

∑∑ V

=i 1 =
k 1

i

Vk Yik cos (δ i − δ k − θik ),

(3)

where |Vi| and δi are the magnitude and phase of i-th bus
voltage, |Vk| and δk are the magnitude and phase of k-th bus
voltage, respectively; m is the number of network buses; and
|Yik| and θik are the magnitude and phase of the grid
admittance matrix, respectively. The voltage of all buses can
be calculated from nonlinear power flow equations as
described in many literatures. In this paper, a
backward/forward sweep method, which considered to be the
best appropriate method for distribution electrical networks,
is implemented [17]. Since these equations are nonlinear,
many DSM programs optimize the system neglecting the
power loss and power constraints. However, in practice, the
DSM program should consider the power network
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constraints in addition to each customer constraints. The
overload of power lines and voltage bus regulation
constraints are as follows:

where Ik(t) is the magnitude of k-th branch current in time t;
Ik,max is the k-th branch capacity; Vmin and Vmax are the
minimum and maximum levels of voltage of the network,
respectively. Furthermore, each customer has some
individual constrains. First, their task should be finished
before the desired time, so the starting time should be
selected as follows:
t ≤ t0,ik < tend ,ik − td ,ik

 n 
(t ) . S  ∑  P

 

ne ,i



e ,ik
ie ,i
t0 ,ik
=
k 1 =i 1 =
k 1



ne ,i

∑P

ne ,i

+∑

t0 , k + td ,ik

Pe,1
Pe,2

PEopt
PE,1 (t)

∑

k = 1 if t=t 0,ik ,τ = t +1

Pe ,ik (τ )..π (τ )

s. t.
Ploss pe
=

m

m

∑∑ V

=i 1 =
k 1

i

e

. Vk e . Yik .cos(δ j − δ k − θik ),

(8)

Power Flow equations [21],
I k e (t ) < I k ,max

∀k , ∀t ,

Vmin < V j e (t ) < Vmax

∀k , ∀t ,
∀k , ∀t ,

t ≤ t0,ik < tend ,ik − td ,ik ,
2

2

ne ,i

 

2
 pie ,i ( t ) + ∑ pe ,ik (t )  +  Qie ,i ( t ) + ∑ Qe ,ik (t )  ≤ S max,i ∀t.

k
k
=
=
1
1

 

ne ,i

where πP(τ) is the predicted energy price for future times.
The equilibrium point (real-time price) of the network can be
calculated from solving the above optimization problem by
each customer, simultaneously. In order to solve this
optimization problem, each customer should predict its own
consumption for the future times and estimate other
customers’ consumptions in the present time and future
times. Furthermore, this is a nonlinear non-convex multiobjective optimization problem with many variables, and it
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Figure 1. The proposed method to solve the RTP-based indirect DSM

cannot be solved in this form. In the next Section, a heuristic
two-stage iterative method to quickly calculate the Nash
equilibrium point of the network is proposed.
THE TWO-STAGE HEURISTIC METHOD

III.
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Second stage:
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k-th appliance

Algorithm 1

Pe,i

(7)

( t ) + ∑ Pe,ik ( t )  + Ploss ( t ) 

2-ns appliance

Pe,ik(t0,k+td,ik)

2

where Qie,i (t) is the inelastic reactive power of the i-th
customer in time t; Qe,ik (t) is the reactive power of the i-th
customer’s k-th elastic appliance in time t; and Smax,i is the
maximum allowable apparent power of i-th customer.
Consequently, the mathematical model of the RTP-based
indirect DSM program using the Cournot oligopoly
competition model is as follows:

1-st appliance

Market price
prediction

(6)
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=
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Min Obj
=

Measure
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Inelastic demand
Prediction

where t is the present time interval, and tend,ik is the desired
finishing time of i-th customer’s k-th appliance. Second, each
customer has a specific maximum allowable demand.
Therefore, the total consumption of i-th customer in each
time interval should satisfy the following constraint:
2

π(t)
Customer i

∀t ,

Customer 1

(4)
(5)

∀t ,

π(t)

First stage:
Customer side

Customer 2

I k ( t ) < I k ,max

Vmin < V j ( t ) < Vmax

π(t)=π new

This Section presents a heuristic two-stage iterative
method to solve the RTP-based indirect DSM program
optimizing problem in (8). In this method, a modified
optimization problem, which neglects the network
constraints and the dependency of price to other customers’
decisions, is solved in the first stage by each customer. The
second stage calculates the whole network states and
compensates the modification of the first stage using an
iterative algorithm to approach the equilibrium. Figure 1
illustrates the mechanism of the proposed method.
A. First Stage: Customer Side
In the first stage, customers minimize their cost regarding
the local constraints in a given price. In this case, the
optimization problem of (8) converts to (9) as follows:
ne ,i

Min Obj = ∑
t0 ,ik

s. t.

t0 ,k + td ,ik

∑

k 1 =t t0 ,ik
=

Pe ,ik (t ).π d (t )

t ≤ t0,ik < tend ,ik − td ,ik ,

(9)
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where πd (t) is a given market price, which is updated for
time interval t by the second stage to consider the
dependency of each customer to other customers and
network constraints. Although, the optimization problem of
(9) is much easier to solve than (8) and some of the existing
optimization methods can be used to solve this problem, this
paper propose a heuristic method to quickly find the
optimum solution of (9). As our method only use the simple
mathematical operation, it can be implemented in simple
computing devices such as smart meters.
In order to accelerate the calculation process, the
proposed technique schedules each appliance separately. The
algorithm orders the plugged elastic appliances of i-th
customer in time t from the appliance with the smallest to the
largest desired finishing time, and then the starting time of
each appliance is selected sequentially so that the cost
becomes minimum. In other words, the algorithm gives a
higher priority to the appliance that should finish its task
sooner than others and has fewer options. In order to
determine the starting time (t0,ik), the electricity cost of the
task for different starting times are calculated and the
cheapest one that satisfies (7) is selected. Algorithm 1 details
the first stage of the proposed heuristic method to solve (9).
B. Second Stage: Grid Side
In the first stage, the optimum consumption of each
customer in the given demand price (πd) is calculated. In the
second stage, the supply price (πs) for the total power of the
network is calculated and if the prices are not same, the price
of the first stage is updated to approach the equilibrium point.
Generally, in a rational power market, a supply curve is a
non-decreasing function and a demand curve is a nonincreasing function; and the Nash equilibrium point is the
intersection of these two curves (as shown in Figure 2.a). In
this case, if πs is greater than π, the price of the equilibrium
point (π*) is also greater than π, and vice versa.
The proposed algorithm uses this idea and bisects the
difference between these two prices (πs - πd) to find the
equilibrium point. Algorithm 2 details the process of finding
the new price (πnew) for the next iteration. In this algorithm,
πmin and πmax are the upper and lower limits of the
equilibrium price, respectively. In order to satisfy the
network constraints, a controlling price is added into πnew to
control the consumption of each bus.
In the indirect method, since each customer wants to
minimize its own cost, they may make a similar decision and
Algorithm 1: First stage – Minimizing customer cost (9)
1: Order the i-th customers’ elastic appliances from the smallest tend,ik td,ik (k=1) to the largest tend,ik - td,ik (k=ne,i).
2: For k=1 to ne,i do

∑

t0,k + td ,ik

Pe ,ik (t ).π (t ) for t0,ik ∈ (t , tend ,ik − td ,ik ).

3:

Calculate cost

4:

Check constraint: ( P ( t ) + ∑ P (t )) 2 + (Q ( t ) + ∑ Q (t )) 2 ≤ S 2
ie , i
e , il
ie , i
e , il
max, i

t = t0,ik

k

k

=l 1 =l 1

for all t.
5: Select the cheapest costs that satisfy the constraint.
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Figure 2. The demand and supply curve in a rational power market; a)
a general form; b) when customers decide similar

Algorithm 2: Second stage - part 1, calculating πnew,πmin, πmax
1: If πd < πs then πmin =max(πmin , πd ) else πmax =min(πmax , πd )
2: πnew = ( πmin + πmax ) / 2.

collectively cause sudden changes in the demand curve as
shown in Figure 2.b. In this case, although the proposed
bisectional method converges to the equilibrium price (πmin ≈
πmax), the consumption power cannot be calculated from the
demand curve due to the sudden changes in this curve. The
algorithm calculates the consumption power from inverse
supply curve and assigns the difference between P* and
P(πmax), called the residual power, to some random
customers by changing their price from πmax to πmin. This
little change has no effect on the market price but changes
their power consumption. In a real system with different
appliances and different consumption behavior of customers,
the occurrence probability of this problem is very low. Still,
the proposed algorithm can be used to handle the problem.
Algorithm 3 details the proposed method to handle this
problem.
IV.

CASE STUDY

A. Simulation Setup
For our simulation, the IEEE-37 bus test system is
selected. Figure 3 shows the single line diagram of this
system and the line data and the maximum power of each
bus is taken from [18]. We generate the load profiles based
on homes with different appliances and customer behavior
modeled in [19]. For this purpose, a group of different home
profiles (without wet appliances) are created by the simulator
given in [20] as inelastic loads; then the adequate number of
them, randomly, is assigned to each bus to consume the same
maximum power reported as in [18]. This procedure results
in 1491 customers connected to the different buses
consuming about 14.5 MWh in each day. This highconsumption inelastic profile helps us to show the
effectiveness of the proposed method in a power system
under stressed.
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Algorithm 3: Second stage-part 2, allocating residual power.
1: Select πmax as π*.
2: Calculate P (πmax) from Algorithm 1.
3: Calculate P* from supply curve.
4: Pres = P* - P (πmax)
3: While Pres >0 do
4:
Select a customer randomly, change its price to πmin, and
calculate ∑Pe,ik (πmin).
5:
Pres = Pres - (∑Pe,ik (πmin) - ∑Pe,ik (πmax) )

We consider two different elastic appliances: dish washer
and clothes washer with tumble dryer. The average
consumption profiles of them is shown in Figure 4. These
profiles are the hardest profiles to handle for the proposed
algorithm due to a long time consumption period and a high
difference of energy consumption during the period. When
these appliances start to operate, they should operate until the
task is completed. However, the price may change in future
time intervals and this can become a source of error in the
proposed method. Still, the simulation results in the next
Section show that the proposed method can still manage this
problem well.
It is assumed that customers use the dish washer with the
probability of 50 % in each day and they turn it on between 8
and 10 am and the task needs to be done before 6 to 9 am of
the next day with the uniform distribution. The clothes
washer is plugged into the network between 10 and 12 am
with probability of 50% and the task needs to be done before
10 to 12 am of the next day with the uniform distribution.
These elastic appliances add about 5.5 MWh to total energy
consumption of the network.
As shown below in (10), the supply function is calculated
so that the average price for off-peak and on-peak time of
inelastic loads equal to 4 and 17 ¢/kW according to [21].
S ( Ptotal ) = 3.77 E − 7.Ptotal 2 + 1.41E − 4.Ptotal + 5.32 E − 2,

(10)

where Ptotal is the total input power of the network including
power loss. In this simulation the error of inelastic power
prediction and price forecasting is modeled by a normal
distribution with standard deviation equals to three per cent.
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Figure 3. The IEEE-37 bus test system
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Figure 4. The average consumption profile of elastic appliances

B. Simulation Results
The proposed two-stage method solving the RTP based
indirect DSM program is implemented in MATLAB
platform using a computer with an 8-core 2.3 GHz CPU and
8 GB RAM. We consider different cases as listed below:
• Case 1: The network without elastic loads.
• Case 2: The network with the elastic loads and
without DSM program (i.e., flat rating program).
• Case 3: The network with the elastic loads and with
TOU based DSM program [21].
• Case 4: The network with the elastic loads and with
the proposed RTP based indirect DSM program.
Figure 5 shows the total active power and the marginal
cost of energy production in different cases. The system
without elastic loads is shown in case 1 (details are shown in
Figure 6). In this case, the demand peak is equal to 1045 kW
and the maximum marginal cost is equal to 0.32 $/kW.
Without DSM program (case 2), each appliance consumes
the power as soon as it connects to the network. In this case,
a demand peak (1908 kW), which is much higher than the
inelastic demand peak is created around noon and increases
the maximum marginal cost to 1.16 $/kW. The TOU based
DSM program (case 3) has low energy tariff during off-peak
periods, which attracts the elastic loads to consume power in
these periods. In this case, a new rebound peak is generated
as shown in Figure 5. The rebound peak in this case is equal
to 1654 kW and the maximum marginal cost is 0.85$/kW.
Table I compares the peak power, the energy loss during
each day, the maximum marginal cost, the total energy cost,
and the minimum bus voltage in different cases.
Figure 6 shows the total active power of elastic
appliances in the proposed method. Customers, in order to
avoid expensive electricity price, schedule their elastic loads
when the real-time price is low. As a result, none of the
elastic loads consumes energy between the hours of 17 and
23. This strategy leads the peak power of network and the
maximum marginal cost of the production to remain constant
although the energy consumption increased by 38%. Table I
shows that the total cost of energy supplied in the proposed
method (2849 $) is about half of the total cost of energy
supplied in the flat rate (5617 $) or TOU based (5250 $)
program.
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Figure 5. Comparison between cases 1-4: (a) total active power, b) marginal cost

Figure 6. Comparation between the proposed method (case 4) and inealstic loads (case 1): a) total active power, b) the real time price

Case 1 (Base line)
Case 2 (Without DSM)
Case 3 (TOU based DSM)
Case 4 (Proposed)

1045
1908
1654
1045

262
583
559
443

0.317
1.156
0.850
0.317

1710
5617
5250
2849

Mini voltage
(%)

Total energy
cost ($)

Maxi price
($/kW)

Energy loss
(kWh)

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CASES
Peak power
(kW)

TABLE I.

95.1
90.2
91.3
95.1

The results show that the total elastic power consumption
has some small local peak. These local peaks are happen
because the method is an indirect one and each customer
decides independently, and we consider the worst load
profiles, which have a large operating period. Using load
profiles, which has less dependency during time, such as
water heaters or electrical vehicles, can improve the results
even more.
Figure 7 shows the worst voltage profiles of different
cases. In cases 2 and 3, because system has a high peak
demand, the voltage of some buses drop lower than 95%,
while the proposed method (case 4), has voltage profile
exactly same as case 1 due to the peak load control. In cases
1 and 4, the worst voltage drop occurs on bus 26 at 19:20’.
The number of iterations and the calculation time for
each time interval are shown in Figure 8. As each customer
optimizes its consumption, the proposed method can quickly
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find the equilibrium point. In this implementation, each time
interval is assumed equal to 10 minutes long, which is a
practical assumption in SGs. However, the proposed
algorithm can be employed for time intervals less than one
minute due to fast calculation.
V. CONCLUSION
The environmental concern and shortage in fossil fuel is
increasing the penetration level of renewable energy sources
in the electrical grids. The uncontrollable nature of output
power produced by renewable source makes a DSM program
more imperative in the modern power grid. In this paper, a
new RTP-based indirect DSM program using an imperfect
competition market in smart grids is proposed. The indirect
DSM program gives the decision authority to customers and
can attract more customers to participate in the program,
while the imperfect competition market model prevents the
rebounding peak and satisfies the power system constraints.
Although, the indirect demand control in an imperfect
competition market leads to a complicated nonlinear nonconvex multi-objective optimization problem, this paper
proposes a heuristic two-stage iterative method to quickly
solve the problem. The method is implemented in MATLAB
on the IEEE 37-bus test system to analyze the effectiveness
of the method. The test system includes about 1500
customers with actual load profiles and different elastic
appliances. The results show that the proposed method
solves the problem quickly enough for real-time application
and it decreases energy cost of individual customers and
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Figure 7.

The worst voltage profiles

power loss, and also maintain power system constraints, such
as voltage regulation, within their limits.

Figure 8.
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Abstract—Electric Vehicles Batteries are particularly adapted
for frequency regulation service regarding their features and
their availability. Many parameters have an important impact
on the service profit like the grid needs, the driving patterns, the
battery wear, the investments and the service remuneration.
The aim of this study is to propose an algorithm in view of
dynamic simulation taking into account grid requests, vehicles
driving patterns and the electricity prices. The proposed tool
can use real Electric Vehicles and grid data as well as simulated
ones. It allows apprehending the profitability for various
markets situations, mobility patterns and charging schedules. It
also allows following the gains during the day in view of gains
communication to the Electric Vehicle or fleet owner and for a
dynamic decision about the service delivery depending on the
profit and the battery availability.

quality. In fact, the available energy can be used for ancillary
services like frequency regulation or peak shaving.
In the context of Vehicle to Grid (V2G), an EV fleet acting
like a generation unit is an interesting actor in the energy
markets like in Germany and Sweden [2], California [3] or
France [4]. Studies also proved that a single EV is able to
provide ancillary services under real-time conditions [5] in
the PJM market, which coordinates electricity in 13 states in
USA and the District of Columbia.
Some studies [6] highlighted that the peak power
management corresponding to power injection in the grid
during high consumption periods is more suitable with hybrid
vehicle regarding the high amount of needed power versus
mobility constraints and battery wear. Nevertheless, other
ancillary services are very suitable for EVs batteries in
particular frequency regulation [7] [8] characterized by low
amount of energy requests many times during the day.
Studies show gains between 100€ per year per vehicle in the
French context [4] and 2000€ in the American one [3]. The
EV battery is profitable for frequency regulation service
because the initial capital cost of the battery purchased for
driving may not be totally assigned to the V2G [1]. Besides,
the battery response time is quick [1] [3] and the low quantity
of energy induces shallow cycling and thus extended life
cycles [9]. However, the profitability for several actors like
the DSO, EV aggregator and EV owner must be ensured and
is variable depending on the context. The profitability may
concern EV owner or EV fleet aggregator. For the EV owner,
the service may be profitable at his level if a single-vehicle is
able to provide the service under real-time conditions in the
regulation market. Otherwise, his gain will be shared with an
EV fleet aggregator able to offer a higher level of power to
the grid.
This paper aims to present an interesting tool allowing the
simulation of the dynamic behaviour of an EV Battery (EVB)
while ensuring, mobility and frequency regulation service.
The proposed algorithm calculates the service availability
and the net profit for each request of the grid.

1

Keywords-Vehicle to Grid; Frequency regulation; Profitability
calculation;
Dynamic
simulation;
Regulation
market
remuneration.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the widespread use of Electric Vehicles (EVs)
faces many difficulties due to their high prices and their
limited autonomy compared to vehicles that use fossil fuels.
However, with the foreseen advancements in storage
technologies, EV will be an important tool under the context
of smart grids to improve efficiency and sustainability of
power systems. Indeed, it may be a very relevant means to
provide grid services in order to better manage, with the
uncertainty of renewable generation, grid congestions as well
as using the batteries energy for other grid services. In fact,
the vehicles are used 5% of the time for mobility and are
available for other purposes during the remaining time [1].
Consequently, a good storage potential will be available
according to the development of EV. On the one hand, the
EV battery can support the intermittent renewable sources of
energy by absorbing the production when there are no
consumption needs in the grid. At the same time, the used
energy for mobility will come from green sources ensuring
the low carbon footprint of the EV.
On the other hand, the EV battery can help the grid for
balancing production and consumption and ensuring power
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The first part of this article describes the frequency
regulation service and some regulation markets in the world.
The second one presents a detailed description of the
profitability calculation methodology by request. The third
part presents the algorithm allowing simulating the EVB
behaviour during one day including the availability and the
profitability. It also presents the used algorithm to generate
the driving patterns that are one of the main inputs of the
frequency regulation simulation. The other parameters and
inputs are also described. Finally, realistic case studies
compare the profitability for various situations. They
illustrate the possibility of using the proposed tool in any
context to simulate the EV behaviour under mobility and
services constraints. It can also integrate real EV data to
calculate the service profitability and to decide about the
service delivery.
II.

FREQUENCY REGULATION

The grid power quality is dependent on the real time
balance between the electric consumption and the production
while maintaining, for instance, rated voltage, frequency and
harmonics level. Regarding the frequency regulation, it is
dependent on the balance of active power in the grid. In fact,
the frequency decreases if the consumed active power
exceeds the generated one, thus, there is a need of “regulation
up”. Contrariwise, if the generation exceeds the consumption,
frequency rises and a “regulation down” is necessary. In
order to achieve these operations, three frequency reserves
exist: the primary and the secondary reserves, which are
generally automatic, and the tertiary reserve or long-term
reserve, which is triggered manually.
The primary reserve is for an instantaneous adjustment
(seconds) and activated automatically. Today, this regulation
is implemented via the speed regulation of the production
groups and the frequency of use is high. Obviously, as EVBs
can offer the primary regulation, they are also able to offer
secondary and tertiary ones. However, this study will
concentrate on the primary regulation.
Regarding the high amount of needed power at grid level
compared to each EV battery capacity, new actors like EV
aggregators will allow optimizing EV resources as storage.
For the fleet manager, one of the main issues is the real
available power for the service. In fact, EVBs may not be
plugged in or not with the right State of Charge (SOC). In this
context, various studies on the stochastic behaviour of EVs
stated the reliability of the frequency regulation service
despite the mobility constraints [10].
A. Markets
Regarding the regulation market, we talk about Automatic
Generation Control Market (AGC) in most of the countries.
In the smart grid context, new grid components offer
regulation services in the regulation market like controllable
loads or electric storage. For instance, CAISO Market
allowed Non-Generator Resource (NGR) such as batteries
and flywheels, to bid in the regulation market [11].
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Batteries are well positioned in the AGC market by nature
because the time response of the electric storage is fast and
adapted to high quality primary frequency regulation. The
California Energy Commission stated that the storage
resources are at least twice as effective as a combustion
turbine for the grid regulation purposes [11].
The payment of regulation services is represented by
various prices depending on the markets [12]. Most of them
take into account capacity price for the energy made available
for the service and service price for the effective supplied
energy. For instance, in the ISO New England (ISO-NE), the
payment includes capacity price and service price [13]. Some
of the markets use only one of the two remunerations as in
France where the primary reserve payment is provided by a
fixed tariff and the payment is limited to a capacity price
whereas secondary reserve includes both of the capacity and
service prices [4].
The regulation market functioning is highly dependent on
the electric grid features. It mainly depends on the
geographical location, the renewables’ penetration, the EVs
presence. Besides, it is also impacted by the advancements in
the smart grid installations with possibilities of grid services
offers based on storages, load management and other means.
Many markets are under development or are currently
changing depending on the grid situations.
III.

PROFITABILITY CALCULATION

In this part, the annual net profit calculation [3] is extended
to profitability calculation per grid request.
A. Per request revenue calculation
In the case of V2G used for frequency regulation, the
capacity payment is for power being available in kW-h to
support the grid. Whereas the energy payment is for the
energy in kWh exchanged in real time. The per request
revenue is calculated using the following equation:
R reg−r = R el−r + R cap−r = (pel Qrequest ) + (pcap P

hplug
Tday

) (1)

For the remunerated produced energy per request R el−r ,
the delivered energy Qrequest in kWh is multiplied by the
electricity price pel, which is the market selling price of
electricity in €/kWh.
Besides, the capacity payment R cap−r is calculated using:
- pcap, the capacity price, which is in €/kW-h. It is the price
for the service availability, it means the remuneration fixed
by the contract for the participation to the service when the
battery is plugged in and available. There is a remuneration
even if there is no service.
- P is the contracted capacity available for the V2G, in kW. It
is the smallest value between vehicle power Pveh and the line
power Pline because both of them limit the power. P may also
be limited by the performance represented by the response
ramp dynamic. The ability of ramping limits the total amount
of power capacity in some markets like PJM [14]. Nowadays,
95% of the charging stations are slow charging for instance
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in France 3kW [15]. For V2G participation, fast charging is
more interesting. We assume a value of 15kW with adapted
installation [3].
- Tday is the number of transfers per day.
- hplug is the number of hours during the day when the EV is
plugged in and available for the service.
In regulation down, we assume that the operation is always
financially positive because the battery will have to be
charged for mobility purposes. In fact, if the SOC matches
with the demand, the regulation down is achieved, and the
gain corresponds to the stored energy Esc (kWh) multiplied
by the price of buying the electricity cpe (€/kWh) at the
charging moment. The gain represents the charging cost if it
had been realized using the grid.
B. Per request cost calculation
The cost for regulation up is defined as follows:
cac
= cen Qrequest +
Tday dplug

Creg−r = Cel−r + Cc−r



cpe
+ cd
ηconv

(3)

Where cpe is the cost of purchased electricity for recharging
in €/kWh. ηconv is the two-way electrical efficiency and is
around 73% [3].
cd is the cost of battery degradation calculated using :
cd =

cbat
3 Lc Es DOD

(4)

- Lc is the number of cycles fixed to 2000 cycles for Li-ion
battery at 25°C [9].
We assume that shallow cycling has less impact on battery
lifetime than deep cycling [3] [7]. Thus, factor 3 is used for
the number of cycles.
- DOD is the maximum Depth of Discharge in % fixed to
80% [9].
- cbat is the total battery replacement cost in €, calculated
using:
cbat = (Es cb ) + (cl t l )

(5)

Where cb is the cost of the battery in €/kWh assumed to be
cb = 300€/kWh [15].
cl is the cost of labour in € and tl the labour time required for
battery replacement. They are fixed to the average of the
labour cost, in 2015 in Europe it was 35€/h [16] and a
replacement labour time of 8 hours [3].
- Es in kWh is the energy of the battery fixed to 22 kWh,
which represents 65% of EVs in France in 2013 [15].
For the capital cost calculation Cc−r :
- cac is the annualized capital cost for additional equipment
needed for V2G calculated using:
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d
(1
1 − + d)−n

(6)

- cc is the capital cost i.e., the one-time investment assumed
to be 1800€ including on board metering, adapted power
electronics for V2G, wireless communication system, and
wiring costs [3].
- CRF is the capital recovery factor calculated using d, which
is the discount rate in % and n the amortization duration in
years thus the lifetime of the V2G hardware fixed to 10% and
10 years [4].
- dplug is the the number of days in the year when the EV is
plugged in and available for the service.
The cost from regulation down is assumed to be null
because there is no need of additional equipment and it is
considered as always interesting because it is free charging.
IV.

Regarding the energy cost Cel−r calculation:
- cen is the cost per energy unit in €/kWh, which includes:
the cost of electricity, losses, plus battery degradation cost.
It is calculated as follows:
cen =

cac = cc CRF = cc

SIMULATION ALGORITHMS

The frequency regulation simulation algorithm is
implemented in Matlab. To make it available under SEAS
Shared Intelligence Platform (SEAS-SI), developed by
GECAD for SEAS project [17], inputs and outputs templates,
as well as specific web services, needed to be developed
accordingly. SEAS-SI platform allows algorithms sharing
without confidentiality concerns. Those algorithms may be
executed on-line, alone, sequentially or combined differently.
The EV behaviour algorithm outputs are used for the
frequency regulation simulation.
A. EV behaviour algorithm
Electric Vehicle Scenario Simulation tool (EVeSSi) has
been actively developed since 2011 [18] with the goal of
supporting the development of realistic case studies that
include scenarios with EVs, eliminating the need to create
manually each individual vehicle profile.
EVeSSI includes several modules: scenario and input
configuration, SUMO simulation, SUMO output data
importer, electric grid creator, and an intelligent grid
allocator. In the first stage, EVeSSi is used essentially as a
parameterization tool to introduce the input data for the
simulation in SUMO. These inputs can be summarized as
follows: the first step is to generate/load the road network
(load a real road network or generating a “virtual” one by
introducing specific parameters), a second step is related to
the creation of EVs and its parameters, and then it is
necessary to specify the charging points or use a random
generation to do it. Finally, an algorithm can perform the
daily activities and generate the necessary trips, which are
then simulated by SUMO engine (the actual traffic simulation
results). The data importer module reads the files generated
by SUMO application and then filters, treats and analysis the
necessary data to be executed by the subsequent developed
algorithms. The grid creator can generate an electric grid
taking into account the dimensions of the road network. This
creates a grid with intelligently distributed electrical buses
and respective branches. This algorithm is used only if the
user does not specify a local real grid. If the user loads the
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respective real grid the mentioned generation is skipped.
After this step, the intelligent grid allocator finds the
corresponding electric bus where EV can connect, depending
on the location, i.e., the street of the arrival or where it is
parked.
The traffic model allows evaluating the chaotic behaviour
of traffic, which is affected by several factors, including the
road network topology, the number of cars and their routes,
the types of vehicles, traffic lights and the users’ driving
behaviour, which is hard to predict. The influence of traffic
patterns in travel times can be analysed, and the energy
consumption measured. The integration of the traffic model
with EVeSSi enables to bridge the road network and the
electricity grid, therefore, overcoming the existent gap in
current applications [19]. In fact, there is a huge potential in
applications with EVeSSi, for instance, evaluating
performance of electric public transports, analysing optimal
location of charging points and charging stations, estimating
electricity network impacts, testing different control
strategies like smart charging and V2G approaches,
predicting traffic patterns and user behaviour, among others.
B. Frequency regulation algorithm
There are three main loops in the frequency regulation
algorithm (FreqReg). The first one decides about the EV
availability for the service mainly according to mobility and
charging constraints. The second one deals with frequency up
requests and the third one with the frequency down requests.
During all the simulation, the SOC is calculated according to
the delivered services, the mobility and the charging.
However, for a real EV, the SOC may be given by the EV
Battery Management System using adequate communication
solutions when possible. ISO 15118-2015 defines the
bidirectional communications protocol for the Vehicle to
Grid communication interface. It prepares a standardized
context for EV integration to the power grid. For instance,
communication requirements for energy demand/response
information (local and grid) as well as vehicle charge status
are defined. In our simulation, the algorithm inputs are
described in Fig.1.
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Figure 1.

Frequency regulation algorithm interactions

1) Availability for the service request:
The algorithm decides about the availability of the EV for
frequency regulation service:
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If the EV is not used for mobility and if it is plugged in and
not charging, the EV is available for the service, thus, the
capacity payment R cap−r and the capital cost Cc−r are
calculated.
If the EV is not available, the SOC is calculated as follows:
- In case of mobility use, using the vehicle driving efficiency
ηveh in (kwh/km) and the travel distance (km).
- In case of charging, according to the charger features.
2) Frequency regulation up/down:
If the EV is available and the grid demand is to
supply/store energy, the request is for frequency regulation
up/down. The loops calculation is as follows:
- The available energy Esa /storage capacity Esc is calculated
using the last calculated value of the SOC:
ESC = ES (1 − SOC)
{
Esa = ES (SOC − (DRB + (1 − DOD)))

(7)

DRB is the distance range corresponding to the EV owner
needs for mobility. Daily trips in Europe and USA are around
40 km [4]. Thus, for a typical working day, the average driven
distance “home to work” is about 20 km. Nonetheless, people
will probably overestimate their needs [15].
- If the battery SOC matches the demand, the service is
realized, thus, the energy payment R el−r and the energy cost
Cel−r are calculated.
- If the battery capacity does not match the demand, an offer
is made with the available energy / storage capacity and the
EVB is waiting for a new grid request.
- The new SOC is calculated after the service delivery.
3) Simulation inputs:
All the algorithm inputs are vectors with length i representing
the number of requests per day.
a) Driving pattern:
The inputs describing the EV behaviour are:
- The vector “EV Plugged in” is: EVP = [EVP1 … EVPi]
EVPi =1 if the EV is plugged in and EVPi = 0 if the EV is on
the road or parked but not plugged in.
- Driven Distance per Period in km: DDP = [DDP1 … DDPi]
EVeSSi outputs are the EV status regarding mobility with
the consumed energy, the driving hours and the connection to
each bus. Thus, it is useful to define EVP and DDP vectors.
The data-set generated using EVeSSi contains 1800 realistic
EVs and PHEVs with a 24h-period scenario and a step time
of 1h. It is available as “Case with 1800 EVs / GECAD” in
IEEE-PES Working Group on Intelligent Data Mining and
Analysis [20]. There are 180 EVs and we are focusing on
three representative types of vehicles:
- Type 1: 1h of daily trip with a round trip and a total of
around 20 km. It represents the average of 40% of the 180
EVs of the database. For the simulation, we use EV n° 39 –
Bus n°30;
- Type 2: 2h of daily trip with two travels and an average of
20 km per travel. It represents a typical working day in
Europe and USA [4]. For the simulation, we use a total of 46
km – EV n°19 – Home (Bus n°7) – Work (Bus n°11);
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V.

CASE STUDIES

Qrequest (KWh)

A. Mobility
Fig. 2 represents the grid requests for one EV and for the
25th February 2015. It represents regulation up requests with
positive values and regulation down ones with negative
values.
1

0
0

6

12

18

Time (h)

-1
Figure 2. Grid requests for one EV, 2015/02/25.
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Fig. 3 represents the batteries of the three types of vehicles
submitted to grid requests, mobility and charging.
100%

EV n°179

EV n°19

EV n°39

80%

SOC (%)

- Type 3: 2h of daily trip with high mobility needs with two
travels. For the simulation, we use a total of 165 km – EV
n°179 – Home (Bus n°3) – Work (Bus n°22).
b) Charging:
The charging vector is called “Availability to Charge”:
AC = [AC1 … ACi]; ACi = 0 for EVB not available for
charging and ACi =1 for EVB available for charging.
In our case studies, the EV is charged during the low
electricity price hours depending on the mobility constraints.
Otherwise, the algorithm allows integrating any smart
charging schedule.
c) Grid requests:
The energy needs, at each request, are:
- Qrequest = [Qreq1 … reqi]
The DSO fixes its needs in kWh for frequency regulation up
and down. Our simulation can be realized for any grid needs.
Our studies highlighted a slight annual profit difference of 21
€ per year between summer (2015/07/19) and winter
(2015/02/25). Thus, the results are presented for winter day
to investigate the parameters impact. The data is available on
RTE (French DSO) data base [21]. Requests are given for
each half an hour thus 48 requests are simulated per day. The
inputs may also be recuperated in real time through the right
communication devices with the DSO or the aggregator. In
our approach, we assume 100 000 EVs under contract and
carrying out the half of the frequency regulation demand.
d) Remuneration and prices:
- Pcap= [Pcap1 … Pcapi]. We use a constant capacity price
Pcapi= 0,017€/kW-h, representing of the French market.
However, the remuneration level will certainly change in the
next years and may become variable [4];
- Pel= [Ple1 … Peli]. We assume a constant price of
Peli=0.05€/kWh. It is a mean value of the electricity price in
EPEX database in 2015 (average for one day by season) [36].
This value is mainly dependent on the regulation market and
may vary during the day;
- Cpe= [Cpe1 … Cpei] is the electricity price for charging the
battery fixed to EPEX values [22].
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Figure 3. EVs batteries State of Charge (SOC) variation, 2015/02/25

Regarding the EV n°39 (20km) and n°19 (46km), the SOC
decreases according to the mobility of the day. Otherwise, the
EVB is available for frequency regulation service except
during the charging scheduled during the night taking
advantage of low electricity price period. Fig. 3 shows that
the regulations up and down have very low impact on the
SOC regarding the low amount of energy and the
compensation of the two kinds of requests. We notice that
there is no need of charging during the day to allow the EV
owner to ensure its requirements regarding mobility.
The net profits for one day are as follows:
- For EV n°39: 4,4 € per day (1 606 € extended to 1 year).
- For EV n°19: 4,2 € per day (1 533€ extended to 1 year).
The net profits are very close. The main part of the gain is
coming from the capacity remuneration (around 80%), which
is impacted by the EV availability to offer the service. This
conclusion is true under the adopted remuneration conditions,
however it may be completely different in other contexts
where the capacity price is low or does not exist.
The EV n° 179 has more important mobility needs.
Consequently, charging is necessary during the day to ensure
the second trip of the day and is scheduled after the end of the
first trip. The EV offers frequency regulation during the rest
of the day and as for the previous cases, the service impact
has low impact on the EV SOC. The net profit per day is
around 3,7€ (1 350€ extended to 1 year). The benefit is lower
than for the other EVs because of the lower availability of the
EV due to the charging period and the mobility constraints;
however, the gain is still very interesting.
B. Charging and V2G equipment
EV owners may plug the EVB at home on their primary
EV Supply Equipment (EVSE) or at work on their secondary
EVSE. Nevertheless, EVSE may not be available at work.
Besides, even if the EV owner decides to participate to the
regulation market through V2G investment at home, he is not
ensured to have this possibility everywhere.
Thus, we consider two scenarios for the same grid requests
in Fig. 4:
- C1: EV n°19 with EVSE at home and at work.
- C2: EV n°19 with EVSE only at home.
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profitability. Besides, in the real time context, it will be
interesting to investigate the algorithm functioning including
all the estimations and optimizations that could be interesting
to add in order to achieve various V2G services.
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Figure 4. EV n°19 battery State of Charge (SOC) variation 2015/02/25.

Notice that because the EV is not plugged in or because
the V2G service is not possible, EVB SOC is not affected
when the driver is at work. Fig. 3 also highlights the low
impact of the service on the SOC. However, this situation has
an important impact on the profit, which is about 1,43€/day
(522€/year). In fact, the driver cannot offer the service at
work, thus the plugged in time is low inducing no capacity
payment and thus the net profit drop.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The proposed algorithm is an interesting tool allowing
simulating the frequency regulation service offered by
Electric Vehicle Battery. In fact, it allows the dynamic
calculation of the service availability as well as the net profit
taking into account the service cost, the service remuneration,
the grid needs and the mobility constraints for each request
during the day. The simulation approach takes into account
the mobility patterns obtained thanks to the simulation
algorithm EVeSSi. Otherwise, the real EV SOC can be
obtained using adapted communications means with the
Battery Management System when possible. Besides, the
algorithm allows varying the market remuneration conditions
during the day; therefore, it is adaptable to various energy
markets conditions. The results highlight that the service
profitability is interesting even with high needs of mobility.
In fact, in a regulation market where the capacity price exists,
one of the most important parameter is the availability of the
EV. In contrary, if it is low or does not exist, the electricity
price becomes more important in the net revenue. One of the
main parameters that may affect the frequency regulation net
revenue is the unavailability of the adapted EV Supply
Equipment. The regulation markets are very different in the
world and the smart grid context changes them. The proposed
simulation tool is helpful to predict the dynamic net profits
evolutions according to the varying prices and the EV
owners’ behaviours.
Finally, the algorithm outputs can be used to make the EV
or fleet owner aware of the gains through adequate interfaces
in order to support the incentive nature of such participation.
They can also be used for the communication with the grid in
order to decide about the service availability depending on
the SOC level and/or the profitability. Forthcoming studies
aim to include smart charging schedules in the simulation to
apprehend their impact on the frequency regulation
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Abstract—This paper describes the results of a joint work between
partners in ITEA2 12004 Smart Energy Aware Systems (SEAS)
project, which aims at developing an ecosystem of distributed
services that target energy efficiency. This paper particularly
focuses on Electric Vehicle (EV) need for smart charging, which
is made possible with Internet-of-Things (IoT) capabilities and
smart grid deployment. A use case is proposed by Compagnie
Nationale du Rhône (CNR) to tackle the emerging need for electric mobility. In this CNR scenario, a new player, named Smart
Charging Provider (SCP), exposes a charge plan optimization
algorithm on the Web. This service can be used by any Charging
Station Operator (CSO) over the world in order to optimize their
charge plans. These optimizations are computed with respect
to economical or environmental criteria, while ensuring the
satisfaction of constraints expressed by EV Drivers and CSOs.
Apart from describing the actual implementation and deployment
of this service as a RESTful Web service, this paper also overviews
three of the main contributions of SEAS project that were used
together to achieve this goal: (1) SEAS Reference Architecture
Model, designed to enable real-time interconnection of any energy
actors; (2) SEAS ontology, used throughout SEAS ecosystem
to quantify systems and their interconnections; (3) SPARQLGenerate language and protocol, implemented to ensure semantic
and syntactic interoperability at low cost in SEAS ecosystem.
Keywords–Smart Charging; Electric Vehicle; Distributed Architecture; Web of Data; Ontologies

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Lately, the number of Electric Vehicle (EV) has been
constantly increasing and it is expected to grow even more in
the coming years. However, [1] estimated that EV charging
may have a significant impact on electricity peak demand,
at the level of giga watts, and at specific time and location.
Indeed, EVs are charged at a constant amount of power as
soon as they are plugged in. Hence according to [1], 90% of
the charging is going to take place in the late mornings when
drivers arrive at their office, or in the evenings when drivers
come back home. This constant charging will therefore occur
during already existing electricity demand peaks, leading to
important fluctuations in energy consumption. Such situation
will cause tremendous undesired effects for the distribution
grid – power peaks, voltage drops, expensive generation and
grid reinforcements, finally ending up with increased electricity
costs.
However, in most cases, these EVs stay parked for sev-
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eral hours. Therefore, it would be possible to coordinate the
charging during such period. This concept is known as smart
charging. [2] defines smart charging as follows:
Smart charging of an EV is when the charging
cycle can be altered by external events, allowing for
adaptive charging habits, providing the EV with the
ability to integrate into the whole power system in a
grid and user-friendly way.
Smart charging targets the following benefits for:
• Customers: it might reduce their electricity costs;
• DSOs (i.e., Distribution System Operators): it could assist
grid management with control signals;
• The society: it could avoid grid and generation investments;
• The environment: it may facilitate integration of renewable energies (e.g. self-consumption of electricity with
solar power and electric vehicles);
• Service providers and retailers: it would give them opportunity to provide customers with innovative products and
services.
In a broaden perspective, these benefits are also targeted
by ITEA2 SEAS project, which aims at designing a global
ecosystem to help manage and optimize energy consumption, production and storage. This will be made possible
by providing innovative services designed for various energy
stakeholders and energy-aware systems. Apart from smart
charging services, SEAS ecosystem includes a large spectrum
of services, as depicted in Figure 1, which all contribute to
better manage energy availability and needs.
monitor
estimate/forecast
order
plan
Figure 1.

energy consumption
energy production
energy price
environmental factors

General services envisioned in SEAS ecosystem

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes a Compagnie National du Rhône (CNR) Use Case
(UC) that involves the concept of smart charging. The paper
then focuses in Section III on CNR algorithm used to provide
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a smart charging service. Then, an overview of three of
the main contributions of SEAS project follows: a SEAS
ecosystem architecture (Section IV); an energy domain based
ontology (Section V); and SPARQL-Generate protocol that
drastically lowers the costs for SEAS partners to become
semantically interoperable (Section VI). These contributions
were used together to design an implementation of CNR smart
charging service, whose deployment within SEAS ecosystem
is described in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII concludes and
presents how this work can be generalized in SEAS project.
II.

CNR SMART CHARGING SCENARIO

This section describes the first contribution of this paper:
the definition of an innovative UC for smart charging. It
overviews the architectural, representational and interoperability needs arising from this UC, which are then answered in
the following sections of this paper.
A. Roles Description
A charging station is an equipment comprised of one
or several Electric Vehicle Service Equipment (EVSE). Each
EVSE has a meter (m) to monitor any charging process and
is connected to an electric junction via a metering place.
This CNR UC targets private charging stations, which may be
owned and used by : 1) households, to charge ones vehicle at
home; 2) companies, to charge cars from corporate fleet at a
workplace. Figure 2 illustrates this CNR Smart Charging UC.
Charging Station 2
EVSE
m

E
E
EVSE
EVSE
m
m
Charge
requests
EV
Driver

Customer
MP

ct
contra
Supply
ta
ing da
Meter

E

DSO

Charge information
Monitoring

E

Figure 2.

E

Energy
Retailer
Sourcing

Energy
Producer

Prices

Charge
Charging needs
Smart
Station
Charging
Operator Charge Provider
plans

Illustration of CNR Smart Charging UC

Let us overview the main players of this scenario. The
charging station is owned by a Customer, who pays electricity
supply for the area to its Energy Retailer based on a Metering
Point (MP) usually operated by a DSO. The charging station is
used by EV Drivers – either a resident of an household or an
employee of a given company – who plug their vehicles to an
available EVSE. A charging station is controlled by a Charging
Station Operator (CSO), which is responsible for monitoring
and applying charge plans (which include switching on and
off EVSE, but also charging with a limited power). The CSO
entrusts a new actor, the Smart Charging Provider (SCP), with
the establishment of an optimal charge plan for each EV based
on information provided. The SCP may request additional
information – e.g. Electricity Tariff – from other actors – e.g.
an Energy Retailer – in order to define such charge plans.
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In Figure 2, the power distribution is represented by a black
line with a lightning bolt. Communications specific to this UC
are represented by blue arrows, whereas other communications
are represented by dashed arrows.
An EV Driver is authorized to use a charging station
connected to the grid, and managed by a given CSO. When
this EV Driver plugs its EV to an available EVSE, it first
has to communicate with the CSO. The communication is
made available either directly – via its smartphone or a web
application – or through the charging station, in order for
the EV Driver to specify the charging requirements : energy
needs (related to battery situation) and preferences (in a given
maximum charging time). This can boil down to the estimated
departure time, but it may also include other information such
as the price he is willing to pay, or whether he wants to
consume only local green energy production.
The CSO takes these pieces of information into account
along with several other parameters such as power constraints
(limitation of maximum instantaneous power at the delivery
point, energy requested by other EV Drivers connected to the
same area) and asks the SCP for an optimized charge plan.
SCP combines the received information with other data
such as prices information (e.g. dynamic hourly price of
energy) and control signals (e.g. maximum power demand).
It then runs optimization algorithms to settle the EV charge
plan, which is a series of consecutive blocks of maximal power
value (Pmax) for defined time periods.
The CSO, receiving the resulting charge plan from SCP, applies this plan and monitors the charging station in accordance.
The EV controls the actual power delivered by the charging
station to the battery, which should be lower than the Pmax
defined by the charge plan – according to the mode 3 charging
process (international standard IEC 61851 and IEC 62196).

Energy Market

EVSE
m

B. Interactions of the smart charging process

At any time, an EV Driver can change its charging needs.
For instance, he might request an immediate battery charging,
if he actually need its battery fully charged in a short amount
of time. Therefore, the charge plan may be re-optimized
by the SCP on CSO requests and at any time during the
charging process – especially if new EV charging events occurs
(plug/unplug), or if an EV Driver modify its requirements but
also and above all, if a modification of available power is
notified.
Concretely, some incentives can be used to make EV
Drivers accept the smart charging service: they can be economical (the charging will be cheaper), or environmental (the
charging will save CO2 emissions).
C. Decoupling Roles in the UC
Actually, CNR virtually already implements this UC for
its charging stations. We use the term virtually, because CNR
currently plays all the roles within this UC. Indeed, CNR is:
• The customer: CNR owns several charging stations located at its head office in Lyon (France) and at different
energy production sites along the Rhône river. These
charging stations are used by employees to charge CNR’s
EV fleet.
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• The energy supplier: charging stations consume electricity
supplied by CNR. Even if the electricity is delivered by
the grid, CNR is the electricity supplier for each metering
point, and has to balance supply with its renewable
production.
• The CSO: charging stations are controlled remotely from
the CNR’s head office.
• The SCP: CNR uses its own Energy Management System
that embeds optimization algorithms in order to provide
optimized charge plans.
In order for any customer to use this smart charging service,
it has been necessary to decouple each role. It has been a
complex task and the methodology used was to progressively
externalize roles from the original implementation by answering questions such as:
• How would it work if the EV user was not an employee
of the CNR ?
• How would it work if the charging station was located in
Turkey ?
As a consequence, any actor should be able to play any of
the aforementioned roles. Yet, this modularity is not direct.
Nevertheless, all of the information needed to run CNR’s
charge plan optimization algorithm is produced, modeled, exchanged, and processed internally in CNR Information System.
Hence, any change of actor who plays a given role in the
UC would require important integration efforts, which means
important conception and development costs.
Sections IV to VI hence overview work that target seamless
interoperability between actors, at the lowest possible cost.
First, let us describe the charge plan optimization algorithm.
III.

T HE C HARGE P LAN O PTIMIZATION A LGORITHM

It is incontestable that smartgrid and energy management
would benefit from smart charging. [1] conducted a survey on
the effects of e-mobility in autumn 2014, which also lists all its
potential and benefits. In addition, the literature includes many
studies related to the problem of coordinated EV charging
and discharging in a smart grid, to cite but a few, [3]–[8].
The various optimization approaches presented in these papers
are based on either single or multi-objective optimization,
according to solely current information, or including forecastbased solutions.
CNR is an hydroelectricity producer which has developed
an electricity mixed renewable production (wind power, solar
power, small hydro-power). CNR has therefore become an
expert in managing an intermittent energy, by forecasting, optimizing, marketing and supervising production. CNR uses its
own algorithm in order to optimize EV consumption according
to several strategies. The smart charging strategy tested in CNR
UC is based on forecast and day-ahead electricity prices, the
available power at the metering point, the real-time connection
of the vehicles at the charging station and the EV Driver
requirements.
The goal of this optimization approach is to minimize the
charging cost without negotiating the charging needs, as the
customer satisfaction and the reliability of the charging service
have higher priority than the system operating cost. It then
integrates static and dynamic information related to:
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• EV Drivers: their charging needs (maximum delay for
charging completion);
• EV: minimal and maximal charging power, and battery
State of Charge (SoC);
• Charging station: minimal and maximal charging power;
• Consumption place: network access tariff and load curve;
• Electricity contract with the Energy Retailer based on
time-varying prices (e.g. spot prices);
• Forecast and day-ahead electricity prices.
Note that the aim in this paper is not to review the existing
optimization algorithms, neither is to compare the CNR algorithm to the existing algorithms. Instead, we are interested in
describing a methodology to make such an algorithm available,
a) in a real deployment, b) at low cost, and c) to any actual
CSO (via the Web). The result is the deployment of CNR SCP
that runs a charge plan optimization algorithm. Any node on
the Internet requiring a charge plan can contact this SCP for
any types of EVs and EVSEs.
IV.

A RCHITECTURE

One important task for SEAS project was to define an
architecture to enable real-time interconnection of any energy actors. This interconnection will then help actors offer
energy dedicated services to SEAS entities. Therefore, this
architecture should meet some general requirements such as:
a) being scalable, adaptable and dynamic; b) offering plugand-play solutions (having as less manual configuration as
possible); and c) providing secure communications and privacy
of information.
Different UCs have been defined to demonstrate SEAS
benefits on different domains (EV, House, Building, Microgrid,
etc.). All these UCs have then been used to define functions
and communication requirements that such an architecture
should address. Several architectures exist such as [9] but
none of them address all SEAS project requirements. That is
the reason why SEAS partners define their own architecture,
named SEAS-Reference Architecture Model (S-RAM).
SEAS Group 2
GM
EN

EN

SCE

EU

EN

SCE

EN

SEAS Group 1
SEAS Field Domain

Figure 3.

SCE

GM

SCE

SEAS Core Domain

Illustration of SEAS Reference Architecture Model

Figure 3 is an illustration of S-RAM for CNR Smart
Charging UC as presented in Section II. As depicted in Figure 3, S-RAM is divided in two domains, Field Domain (SFD)
and Core Domain (SCD). Entities within SFD monitor and/or
help control local load and generation. For instance, in CNR
scenario, both EVSE’s meter – called End Node (EN) in SRAM — and Customer — called End User (EU) — help CSO
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monitor and control any charging process. In addition, SFD
could be divided in SEAS Groups (SGs) in order to facilitate
energy management and optimization. Each group is therefore
managed or operated by a Group Manager (GM). This manager
– the CSO in CNR UC – is aggregating data coming from all
entities willing to participate in the group energy management.
GMs might analyze data collected in the field in order to make
a decision to better manage the energy of their SGs. GMs being
at the edge between SCD and SFD, their decisions can also be
taken considering information (informative or control) coming
from outside the group. Indeed, SEAS Core Entities (SCE)
within SCD might both send energy demands to SGs and/or
provide information or services to help SGs in their energy
management — for instance, SCP in CNR smart charging
scenario. With this architecture, any node in SFD or any SG,
via its GM, can participate in a Demand- Response (DR)
system and so, help have better global energy consumption
plan.
As any communication architecture, S-RAM requires to be
secured so that information is not shared with untrustworthy
entities. S-RAM relies on its security service that helps authenticate all entities participating in this architecture. Moreover,
Internet Protocol (IP) is widely present in current objects
deployed for energy related topics. And as it is assumed that
it will be even more present in the future, SCD relies on IP
and secured web protocols such as HTTPS. S-RAM SCD can
therefore be seen as an overlay of IP/HTTPS.
The SEAS project being an European project, it has several
partners and is not dedicated to only one domain of energy
management. Instead, it focuses on any energy management
domain. Data representation is therefore crucial. In fact, it is
important that all these potential actors can understand each
other and use common services without having to configure
each possible case manually. Furthermore, the structure of
energy networks is changing, and the current structure may
not be the reference in coming years. This has to be taken into
consideration in smart grid development, and, as mentioned
previously, the SEAS project wants its architecture to be
dynamic and adaptable, and so, auto-configurable. Therefore,
S-RAM requires to rely on data standard providing a) links
and relationships; b) abstraction in demands; and c) a common
language. That is the reason why the Resource Description
Framework (RDF) [10] formalism has been chosen as an
abstract data model in S-RAM.
Within S-RAM, a charging station is a SG operated by a
CSO. As mentioned previously, CNR smart charging service
relies upon an algorithm that defines the charge plan based
on information provided by the CSO and the Energy Retailer.
CNR SCP is an SCE providing a smart charging service. SRAM choices – especially with the usage of a common language based on ontologies – help any SEAS Entities discover,
understand and have access to this service.
V.

O NTOLOGIES

This section overviews one of the ontologies that has been
developed in SEAS project, namely the SEAS ontology [11].
This ontology is used throughout SEAS ecosystem to ensure
inter-operability. But first, let us recall some basics about
Knowledge Representation and Semantic Web.
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A. Overview of the Semantic Web Stack
In the domain of Smart Grids, a huge amount of knowledge
is available and produced in heterogeneous and distributed
manner. Knowledge Engineering and Semantic Web actually
aim at answering generic needs that arise from the production of such knowledge. One wants to represent, manipulate,
exchange, query, reason with, update, and validate the knowledge.
The Wold Wide Web Consortium (W3C) standardized a full
stack of standards for Semantic Web on top of Unicode and
Universal Resource Identifiers (URIs) standards. The first step
towards inter-operationalization of data is to unambiguously
name things with an URI. The second step uses RDF in order
to describe anything in terms of a set of triples (subject,
predicate, object). RDF is therefore an abstract data model
(a directed acyclic graph), and has multiple concrete syntaxes
such as RDF/XML [12], Turtle [13] or JSON-LD [14]. For
instance, the Turtle snippet from Figure 4 serializes an RDF
Graph with exactly five triples. This example describes the
geolocation of a charging station.
@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#> .
@prefix geo: <http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#> .
@prefix seas: <http://purl.org/NET/seas#> .
@base <http://data.mycsocompany.org/rest/> .
<cs/10001> a seas:ChargingStation ;
rdfs:comment "CSO Charging Station with id 10001."@en ;
geo:location [ geo:lat 45.763084 ; geo:long 5.692196 ] ;

Figure 4.

Turtle example describing the geolocation of a charging station.

There are multiple RDF vocabularies on the Web that
can be used, each defining its own set of URIs. For instance,
geo:location is a prefixed URI, whose expanded form
is http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos#location. URIs
geo:location, geo:lat, geo:long are defined within the W3C
Basic Geo (WGS84 lat/long) Vocabulary. Then, <cs/10001> is a
relative URI, that needs to be resolved against some base URIs,
which in this case is http://data.mycsocompany.org/rest/.
These URIs are not chosen randomly. Indeed, except for the
dummy CSO company website and the SAREF ontology,
all URIs mentioned in this paper actually leads to some
document. Moreover, The Linked Data principle defines four
simple principles to publish RDF knowledge on the Web
[15]: (1) Use URIs as names for things; (2) Use HTTP URIs
so that people can look up those names; (3) When someone
looks up for an URI, provide useful information, using the
standards (RDF, SPARQL); and (4) Include links to other
URIs, so that they can discover more things.
For reasoning with RDF, one must choose some formal
semantics, and build inference engines (or reasoners) to understand such axioms and infer new knowledge (or reason)
with RDF graphs. Among other, [16] define semantics for
RDF and RDFS. [17] grounds the Web Ontology Language
(OWL) constructors (e.g., allValuesFrom) and axioms (e.g.,
subClassOf) on the First Order Logics (FOL). In this way,
RDF enables to represent knowledge about things that are
identified by URIs, and ontologies enable to capture the
semantics of this knowledge and to reason. For example, using
OWL 2 direct semantics, the RDF Graph and the logical
formula below are equivalent.
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saref:Currency owl:oneOf ( om:euro om:United_States_dollar
om:pound_sterling );

(∀x)[Currency(x) ⇒ (x = EUR) ∨ (x = USD) ∨ (x = GBP)]
This example illustrates a clear design issue in the current
SAREF ontology. It also illustrates that extra care has to be
taken when reusing existing ontologies.
B. The SEAS Ontology
Another important task in SEAS project was therefore to
design ontologies to represent and reason with knowledge
related to energy domain. We followed a three-step knowledge
engineering methodology [18]: (1) agree on a conceptualization of the domain; (2) develop the ontology for the domain,
formally grounded on an appropriate knowledge representation
formalism; (3) operationalize it for the domain.
The first step has been achieved by organizing interviews
between knowledge engineering researchers and energy domain experts during a dedicated workshop [19]. It helped
us unveil the importance of representing knowledge such as
time series, aggregated values, and quantity integration and
derivations for the energy domain. Yet, there exists no ontology
on the Web to represent this knowledge. Furthermore, the FOL
formalism behind OWL is not appropriate to reason with time
series and sums.
The result of the second step is an extension of the joint
W3C-OGC Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology [20].
This exension enables to describe processes such as sensing,
actuating, forecasting, planning. All of these processes take as
input and output estimations of qualities of a) concepts systems; b) connections between these systems; and c) connection
points of a system where connections may occur. Inputs and
outputs are described using the W3C Data Cube ontology [21].
Figure 5 illustrates the core of the SEAS ontology:
s:System

cp:ConnectionPoint
c:Connection

s’:System

cp’:ConnectionPoint
Figure 5.

The core of the SEAS Ontology

The SEAS ontology also contains a module that defines
classical qualities for systems, connections and connection
points in the energy domain, as illustrated in Figure 6.
EnergySystem
ConsumptionPower
ProductionPower
StoragePower
TotalIncomingPower
TotalOutgoingPower
...
Figure 6.

EnergyConnectionPoint
IncomingPower
IncomingEnergy
...

EnergyConnection
TransferingPower
TransferredEnergy
...

Extract of qualities defined for SEAS feature of interest.

This module is automatically generated from a JSON
configuration file retrieved from SEAS GitHub repository [22].
And every expert in the SEAS project can contribute to this
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file. The SEAS ontology can also be reused for any other
domain (e.g., water or waste management), provided that
a new JSON configuration file is written for that domain.
Among other, the SEAS ontology enables to describe time
series, aggregations of quantities, derivations and integration
of quantities.
As a result, this ontology is used to model the input and
output of CNR SCP service: EVs and EVSEs are connected
energy systems, whereas the need and the plans are commands
or observations of the energy connections between these systems. It especially describes the TransferingPower measure
with respect to the Time dimension.
VI.

S EMANTIC AND S YNTACTIC I NTEROPERABILITY

As previously mentioned, RDF is an abstract data model.
Much like in communication models, the transmitter node must
encode the RDF graph in a serialized form that next is sent to
the receiver node, which must decode the message. The everlasting issue is then to ensure that the receiver “understands”
the message exactly as the transmitter expected. This is almost
impossible with human communication, but we want machines
to do so.
With RDF, one trivial solution to this issue is to choose
one of the concrete RDF syntaxes, and to impose every node
to be able to encode and decode messages with respect to this
syntax. Yet, this method is not practical for two reasons. First,
SEAS partners want to keep on using their legacy system.
Indeed, they are used to exchangeing messages with their
legacy partners in CSV, XML or JSON, and it would be too
expensive for them to completely switch to RDF. Second, using
RDF will increase message payload and resource required
to process them. In fact, it would be irrelevant for simple
messages sent by resource constrained SEAS nodes (e.g.,
simple time series of consumption values)to be sent in RDF
syntaxes.
As a consequence, one crucial piece of work in the SEAS
project was to drastically lower the cost in order to adapt
existing systems to RDF. The result of this work is to use
a new RDF-based solution, namely SPARQL-Generate [23],
which is both a language and a protocol.
The language part of SPARQL-Generate is an extension
of SPARQL 1.1, which enables to declaratively describe how
messages (in XML, CSV, JSON, or any other format) may
be interpreted in RDF. This language is more expressive than
SPARQL 1.1 itself, and is already implemented on top of
Apache Jena [24].
The protocol part of SPARQL-Generate enables the two
following scenarios:
• an HTTP client sends its request in a legacy format to
a server along with a SPARQL-Generate query, thus the
server may interpret the message properly in RDF using
SPARQL-Generate.
• an HTTP server answers in a legacy format to its client
along with a SPARQL-Generate query, thus the client may
interpret the message properly in RDF using SPARQLGenerate.
CNR SCP implementation makes use of such SPARQLGenerate protocol: it sends a SPARQL-Generate query along
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with CNR legacy XML format information. As a result, it
allows any client to properly interpret any response in RDF
using SPARQL-Generate.
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Abstract— On one hand, the ecological transition and
sustainable development issues are today a reality that can not be
ignored given the negative impacts of human activities on their
environments. On the other hand, an increasingly important
digitization of these environments results in the generation of
massive volumes of digital traces, which are all signs of actors’
activities. A significant challenge is to understand the ins and outs
of environmental impact due to activities and considering Energy
Impact (EI) as a key indicator and how this indicator can strongly
change from an activity to another. Our approach considers the
Practices recognition on the basis of these digital traces generated
by human and non-human entities during specific activities.
Practice (instantiation of activity) uses more or less resources
(physical and virtual) during their existence. Being able to identify
which one is more resources dependent would help to better
understand how to promote ecological transition. Promoting, or at
least identifying on the basis of indicators (i.e., Energy Impact),
practices that have a low impact on the environment could be an
innovative approach. These practices, defined as coordination of
multiple heterogeneous entities in time and space, can be
formalized in the form of multidimensional activities structures –
Activities’s Hypergraph – using the Assemblage Theory
(“Agencement” in French) and using a set of mathematical tools
(Simplicial Complexes, Hypernetworks). This research attempts
to model the phenomenon of human and non-human activity based
on the characterization of the context (massive contextual data).
These Assemblages are represented and computed in a research
platform (IMhoTEP), which aims to build these complex
structures not based on a priori entities’ classification, but by
focusing on the relationships they maintain in several dimensions.
The main goal is to offer a decision tool, which supports actors’
ecological transition by understanding activities inducing
consumption or production of resources. This academic research
in the field of computer science is based on continuous digitization
of physical and virtual spaces, particularly highly connected urban
areas (Smart City, Internet of Everything).

Figure 1. 1973 and 2012 fuel share of electricity generation.

Energy companies, institutional, provide several
indicators to measure electric energy consumption including the
“Energy Impact”. We consider that each human activity has an
Energy Impact (in French Emprise Energétique or EmE). We
have chosen to use this indicator (EI) as a measure of electrical
energy consumption in human activities. EI is the only indicator
that takes into account the indirect consumption (not visible to
the final consumer) in addition to the direct consumption visible
to the final consummer. EI concept is based on research work
of Pourouchottamin [1] and Figure 2 describes it.

Keywords— Activities; Assemblage; Digital Traces; Energy
Impact; Simplicial Complexe; Theory of Graph; Theory of Practice.
Figure 2. Energy Impact (Emprise Energétique (EmE)).

I.

INTRODUCTION

It is observed that daily human activities have an
increasingly impact – mostly negative – on the environment.
They are mainly not sustainable due to excessive consumption
and uncontrolled using of multiple resources (mostly nonrenewable). Electrical energy (Figure 1) is a leading resource in
human activities.
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Direct energy refers to the energy visible to consumers, i.e.,
their fuel bills for individual vehicles, electricity, gas and other
fuels for housing, etc. Direct energy corresponds to the final
energy consumed by households. Embodied energy is the
energy necessary for the provision of property or the service
offering to the end consumer. Embodied energy is needed to
manufacture and delivery of equipment at home, or produce
food, energy required to the construction of the house, etc. It is
also called content of energy for goods and services. This
embodied energy must itself be decomposed according to its
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use. Embodied energy of the non-energy sectors means that it
is used by economic actors in France and in the world to
imagine, test, produce, and transport goods and services
ultimately consumed by households. Embodied energy of direct
energy corresponds to the share of energy required to develop,
produce the “final” energy from natural resources and make it
available to the consumer. The process requires extraction,
conversion, transportation, manufacturing plants and
infrastructures, etc.
Today, the calculation of energy impact is not based on the
actual activities of people. It is difficult to identify what human
actors really do for daily activities. Besides the question of
measuring of energy impact, the functional representation of
these activities do not correspond to the image the people have
of their own activities. This makes it difficult to build a
supervisory activity system that would help to reduce the
consumption of energy by managing activities. There is in this
sense a real need to answer this lack. This classic definition of
human activities based on statistical study bring two basic
problems:
•
The first problem is that there is no overlap
between the functional separation and real activities of
people.
•
The second problem is that the data used, are
only primarily the result of statistical surveys that
provide aggregated results from data, which are not
directly related to activities.
Human activity is a very complex phenomenon to be
observed except:
•
In the case of very trivial activity (or for
which semantics is well controlled)
•
When it is based on pre-defined categories or
declarative items.
In all other cases, we are confronted to an activity
recognition problem.
Activity Recognition in computer science is a research area
in strong development [2].
In this research field, there are two main approaches:
•
Activity Recognition based on Vision
•
Activity Recognition based on Sensor and
two types of algorithms/representation:
•
Machine Learning
•
Representation of knowledge.
We consider that these approaches do not allow to solve the
problem as we consider it. Indeed, the computational approach
of the recognition of activities do not take full account of the
context of activities. For environment, lifestyles (context)
significantly affect how activities are performed. That is why
we have chosen to rely on specialized research work, which
considers the influence of lifestyle on human activities. In
particular, we study the academic work of Spaargaren [3-5],
Røpke [6-8] and Shove [9-14]. Their conclusion is that
changing the behavior of agents can not come from individual
incentive micro level (micro) or institutional macro level (i.e.,
laws, ...). The basic and core assumption of our approach is that
the behavior in the activity is determined by practice, in which
activities are embodied (shown in Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Influence of Lifestyle and System of provision on Social
Practices [15].

Practice is one of the main theoretical artefactsf of our
approach and one of our key contribution is to develop a
modeling framework of practices and/for building a computer
system (IMhOTEP Platform) to calculate the energy impact
(EmE) related to these practices based on massive digital traces
(Big Data) related to human activities.
The main problematic of our research work is how to
identify (automatically and within computer science), in highly
digitized environments, actors’ practices in which activities are
encapsulated. How to recommend low environment impact
practices without using a priori or declarative lists?
II. FUNCTIONAL MODEL FOR BUILDING
STRUCTURES OF HUMAN ACTIVITIES
We present our research model and our hypotheses in Figure
4.

Figure 4. Global Research Model for building Sustainable Energy
Assemblage (SEA).

The Empirical dimension of our model is related to the
phenomenon observed, it is to say, activities and practices.
Specifically, the observed phenomenon is an interconnected set
of practices of various fields (housing, transportation, leisure...)
and their energy impact (EmE). In this area, it seeks to observe
and measure the phenomenon, by taking advantage of
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aggregating heterogeneous digital traces. It is in this empirical
dimension that we establish a first form of the observed facts
(basic activities) presented later in this work. We consider
practice as the core conceptual artefact of our approach.
Practice is defined by Reckwitz [16] as “a routinized type of
behavior which consists of several elements, interconnected to
one other: forms of bodily activities, forms of mental activities,
‘things’ and their use, a background knowledge in the form of
understanding, know-how, states of emotion and motivational
knowledge. A practice – a way of cooking, of consuming, of
working, ...”
Our hypothesis is that practices are interconnected. For this
key assumption, we suggest the concept of Assemblage
(“Agencement” in French) based on previous academic works
of Soulier with Delalonde [17], and with Bugeaud [18][19].
Assemblage is a methodological tool [18] for the study of
any phenomenon consisting of:
•
a large number of heterogeneous entities,
autonomous and active,
•
multidimensional network of relationships in
which they associate,
•
forms of organization and ability to act that
emerge from their interactions.
In our field, we define a Sustainable Energy Assemblage
(Agencement Energétique Soutenable [AED] in French), which
is a multidimensional structure of entities in relationship in one
or more dimension. In this structure – view as a Hypergraph –
we aim to identify a cluster that represents Practice (group of
heterogeneous entities in interaction). These practice have, as
defined previously, an energy grip/hold (EmE).
The conceptual dimension of our research Model, helps us
to characterize relevant factors of the observed phenomenon of
the empirical dimension. That is why we consider significant
concept for our approach such as Activity, Practice, Energy
Impact.
We assume that an Assemblage is a multidimensional
connectivity system and that we we could calculate this system
and the connectivity of heterogeneous elements of a practice in
several dimensions. For this we use the mathematical tool of
Simplicial Complex developed by Atkin [20, 21] and
generalized by J. Johnson [22] as Hypernetworks.
The last part of our model describes the model dimension.
In this area, we seek to operationalize previous cited dimension
of our model, through a consistent and unambiguous formal
system. In our case, this formal system is based on
mathematical tools that are Simplicial Complex that help
operationalize the structure as SEA in a specific information
system platform called IMhOTEP (sustaInable MObility and
Energy social-Practices inside Smart Cities), which we
developed as a proof of concept to build and represent the
dynamic structures of activities. This area of the model should
confirm or not our theories from the conceptual dimension
(theory of sustainable practices / Sustainable Energy
Assemblage through the Energy Impact model) and confirm as
well observation from the empirical dimension (Practice and
Influence Energy). At this point, we transform our previous
model into the model shown in Figure 5, in order to display our
three core concept such Energy grip/hold (EmE), Practice and
Assemblage.
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Figure 5. Research Model with Core Concept of the approach.

III.

BUILDING STRUCTURES OF PRACTICES FROM
DIGITAL TRACES

Calculating the Energy grip/hold (EmE) of practice from
massive digital traces of activities (Big Data) generate many
problems in data acquisition, data processing and modeling.
Digital traces are modeled based on ActivityStream
protocol developed by Messina [23], recently upgraded in a
new version of protocol by Snell [24]. We consider multiple
dimensions of digital traces, as shown in Figure 6. All these
dimensions aim to define more accurately characteristics of
human activities.

Figure 6. Digital Dimension of Human Activities.

The conceptual model takes into account the activity,
location and mobility triangle, as shown in Figure 7. Activity
can be localized or distributed and independent or dependent.
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IMhOTEP could become in the near future an industrial
solution with automatic recognition of activities from massive
digital data.
IV.

Figure 7. Triptych of Pratice.

The platform IMhOTEP developed for this academic
research aims to build, from digital traces from multiple data
sources (Figure 6), through automatic computing process based
on Simplicial Complex mathematical tool, structures of
activities in which Practice will be searched and identified. The
model that we have chosen (Hyperconnectivity in multiple
dimensions, paradigm of massive heterogeneous data, use of
Natural Language Processing, automatic recognition patterns of
activities with Machine Learning algorithms) creates numerous
technical challenges. Figure 8 presents the architecture of
IMhOTEP platform and how from Lifestream of data, we build
structures of activities as a Hypergraph in which we seek, with
Machine Learning algorithm (K-Means), to identify Practices
and those who are sustainable.

EXPERIMENTATION WITH IMhOTEP
PLATFORM

We present in this section our framework for
experimentation. We started with a hypothetical situation with
two people who agree to install the application on their
smartphone and share their data for a specific duration, inside
two different geographical areas (France and Germany). The
goal of our experiment is to validate the Assemblage model
(conceptual validation), the IMhOTEP platform (technical) and
calculating the Energy grip/hold (EmE) for each practice using
massive digital traces and the Energy Control Model (ECM)
that we develop for this experimentation.
Hypothesis of our experimentation are that an unknown
activity is caught by the system IMhOTEP, when someone is
staying at the same spatial position (latitude/longitude) for at
least 5 consecutive minutes. Then, the process of aggregation
of digital traces can start, based on the localization of the person
and the surrounding context. The nature of the activity is
determined by the context analysis. Depending on the location
of the subject of reference, we consider the nearest Point Of
Interest (POI) as a reference to aggregate digital traces around
it. We consider categorization of the POI based on services such
Foursquare or Google Place. We then extract from these
provided information keywords related to POI’s. At the same
time, we start to aggregate the social dimension information,
with Tweets from Twitter service. We define a boundary Box
based on the position of the POI and the person. These Tweets
with use of NLP tools help us to identify more entities by
extracting most cited keywords. These entities will be used later
in the IMhOTEP Platform to build the structures of Activities.
By using Simplicial Complex calculation, we use matrices of
adjacency and matrices of incidences as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. IMhOTEP Architecture.
Figure 9. Use of Simplicial Complex mathematical tool – Example of
Adjacenct Matrix.
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The key point is the allocation of a category of activities
automatically by grouping activities, which are closed. To do
this we apply K-Means Algorithm to define clusters of category
of activities in which we could later identify Practices. Once
these clusters are defined we use graph query to search for
specific practice and its Energy Impact evaluation. Figure 10
show the structure of activities.

Figure 10. Structure of Activities – Practice searching based on Graph
Queries.

The scale of the following experiment was limited to 3
people over one month, mostly due to limitation of
Smartphones using a data/sensor for following people over
time, and location and the willingness of people to share their
constant spatial position during a long period of time. The
mobile application energy consumption of the battery, due to
work all day long and push every Lat/Lon position and other
data every minute, was clearly a disadvantage at this point of
the experiment. Regarding the acquisition of data from different
context sources (Tweets, Google Place…), it depends on how
many “activities” (defined stops over 5 minutes and considered
as activity) are done by user. The average volume of data per
day, per user, if we consider all digital traces needed for the
IMhOTEP approach acquired for this period of time, reached
12 Mo of data/per user/per day. This could be considered as
relatively low. But if we scale up to hundreds or thousands of
people, the volume could lead to a computational challenge,
especially when considering to manage a large graph with
hundreds, thousands, even millions of nodes with
multidimensional relationships.
This implementation of IMhOTEP was experimental in
order to acquire data to build an Hypergraph of activities.
Computational challenges were present, for instance to connect
all open source tools (mobile application, Database, code to
extract data, API access). This element was a heavy constraint
because when you want to access to API like Twitter or Google,
or others such Yelp, you only get a specific amount of query
from the API. Moreover test and implementation suffer due to
API’s limits.
Another limit directly linked to the Matrix Calculation
(Incidence and Adjacency) was the time required to calculate
the experiment. It was not a huge problem at this point, but size
of matrix (for hypergraph calculation / Simplicial Complex)
could lead to combinatorics computation challenge.
A data, collected every minute for Geo Position, starts to be
acquired when someone stops doing activities. This “starting”
point leads to aggregation of data. As already written, we came
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to an average of data per day per user of 12 Mo. We can imagine
that if you acquire more data to better characterize the context
of an activity and build a representation with Simplicial
complex, you will have to scale and move to a probably more
resilient infrastructure (such TitanDB/SPARK, which we are
actually testing).
Regarding computational challenge, it will depend mostly
on the objective of the approach and use cases. Because
collecting real time or/and predictive activity directly from a
user and his mobile phone will represent a huge challenge
(computing / hardware, i.e battery). If the ultimate goal is to
produce a daily dashboard, computational challenge will still be
present but definitively in a different scale.
Based on our Energy Control Model, and the IMhOTEP
platform, we have a 63% accuracy for identifying practices with
the right categorization. When we ask people who participate to
the experimentation if the practice found by the IMhOTEP
platform has the right category and reflect what they did, they
answer positively to more than 6 of 10. Regarding the initial
objective to identify almost automatically complex practices,
this intermediary result is relevant.
V.

CONCLUSION

Our approach is based on massive digital traces aggregation
and how from these pieces of heterogeneous information, we
are able to build automatically and backward a structure of
human activities. The other objective was to identify practice
related to person without an a priori categorization of practices
analyzed. Recognition rate could be improved by being able to
better localize people in space and time and use more advanced
machine learning algorithm to infer over the time lifestyles of
people. IMhOTEP provides a new way of building large
multidimensional Hypergraph to represent dynamic structures
of heterogeneous entities. Perspective and next research should
focus on how to manage large amount of users, which can lead
to combinatory calculation limits due to large incidence and
adjacency matrices.
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Abstract—In spite of many benefits, e.g., energy and
communication cost efficient data aggregation, in-network data
aggregation network in the smart meter network involves some
smart meters acting as relays. Unlike wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), the aggregator in the smart meter network cannot
assign smart meters as a relay at its will, unless it properly
rewards them. Therefore, to encourage users to contribute their
smart meters to be used as relays, we introduce an incentive
mechanism for the smart meter data aggregation. Unlike the
existing incentive mechanisms where the value of completing a
requested task is assumed to be fixed regardless of who takes the
requested task, we formulate the winner selection problem by
incorporating an additional value that depends on who takes the
task. Based on the additional value, called “derivative value”,
we propose a Social Welfare maximizing Incentive Mechanism
(SWIM) for the smart meter data aggregation. SWIM not only
encourages users to contribute their smart meters to be used
as relays by rewarding them with incentives, but also enhances
overall satisfaction of participating smart meters by maximizing
the social welfare of the system. Simulation results show that
SWIM achieves better social welfare of the system and utility of
the aggregator compared with the existing incentive mechanisms.
Index Terms—Smart Meter; Incentive; Data Aggregation; Social Welfare.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Among many important components of the smart grid, the
smart meter is one of the most fundamental and essential
component in the smart grid system. It digitally records the
amount of resource consumption, e.g., electric energy, gas,
and water and delivers the recorded data to the main grid,
which enables many critical functions of the smart grid, such
as load monitoring and billing. Through load monitoring
and billing, Demand-Response (DR), or Demand-Side (DS)
management can be realized, which enables a demand-supply
balance between users and the grid to ultimately reduce the
excessive power generation and green gas emission [1].
As the smart meters emerge as the key component of the
smart grid, the number of the smart meters installed all over
the world has been drastically increasing. For example, there
are more than 50 million smart meters installed in the US as
of July, 2014 and the number is expected to grow continuously
[2]. However, along with the quantitative growth of the smart
meters, the ever-increasing volume of the smart meter data and
the energy consumption of the smart meter networks emerge
as new challenges. Therefore, how to efficiently aggregate
the smart meter data has attracted much research attention
from the academia and industries. To address the challenges,
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many researchers have taken into consideration the in-network
data aggregation in the smart meter network [3] [4]. However,
existing works assume that the aggregator can assign any smart
meter as a relay at will, which is not so practical in the real
smart meter networks. Unlike the sensors in wireless sensor
networks (WSNs), the smart meters reflect users’ rationality
and selfishness. In the smart meter network, users may not
contribute their smart meters to be used as relays to avoid
potential loss, unless they are given some form of incentives.
In other words, unlike in WSNs, the aggregator in the smart
meter network has to incentivize users to contribute their smart
meters to be used as relays, rather than just assigning them
at will. Therefore, to encourage the users to contribute their
smart meters to be used as relays, we introduce an incentive
mechanism for the smart meter data aggregation. For the
incentive mechanism design, we refer to various incentive
mechanisms, especially those from the crowdsourcing. However, the existing incentive mechanisms for crowdsourcing
assume that the value of completing a requested task is fixed,
no matter which worker takes the requested task. In the
smart meter network, though immanent but unperceived, there
exists some additional value, e.g., reduced energy consumption
depending on which smart meter takes the task (acting as a
relay), on top of the fixed value of submitting the data itself.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that
considers the additional value that depends on who takes the
task. In this work, to incorporate the notion of the additional
value into the incentive mechanism for the smart meter data
aggregation, we present a novel concept of “derivative value”
and further develop it into “competition value”. Additionally,
we formulate the overall value in the smart meter network
as “social welfare”. Rather than maximizing the utility of
the aggregator, our incentive mechanism maximizes the social welfare, in order to enhance the overall satisfaction of
participating smart meters. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section II, we present the related works. In
Section III, we provide our system model. In Section IV, we
introduce the derivative value and competition value for the
winner selection process. In Section V, we design SWIM, a
social welfare maximizing incentive mechanism. In Section
VI, we evaluate our incentive mechanism for the smart meter
data aggregation. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section
VII.
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II. R ELATED W ORK

A. In-network Data Aggregation
In-network data aggregation was first proposed to combine
and deliver the data distributed over and collected from many
sensors (sources) to a destination node efficiently in terms of
the energy and communication cost. In-network aggregation
handles not only how data is aggregated at each sensor node
but also how data is delivered through the network, which
significantly affects the energy consumption and the overall
network efficiency. The in-network aggregation can be categorized into three main approaches: (1) tree-based approach,
(2) cluster-based approach, and (3) multipath approach.
1) Tree-based approaches build a spanning tree where an
aggregator is residing on the root of the tree. Using the
hierarchical organization of sensor nodes, a tree-based
approach can simplify the data aggregation flowing from
the sources to the destination. In the spanning tree, each
node delivers the sensing data, combined with the data
from its children, to its parent node, which will eventually
lead to the delivery of every data in the network to the
root node (the aggregator) [5] [6]. However, the treebased approaches have the robustness problem where the
data delivery will fail if the node’s parent-node does not
operate normally.
2) Cluster-based approaches are quite similar to the treebased approaches. However, cluster-based schemes partition nodes into clusters. In addition, each cluster has a
special node, named “cluster head”, responsible for the
intra-cluster data aggregation and the transmission of the
aggregated data to the aggregator. That is, a cluster head
acts as a relay node for the other nodes in the same cluster
[7] [8]. As in the tree-based approaches, the cluster-based
approaches enable the simple data aggregation and also
have the robustness problem.
3) Multipath approaches were proposed as a solution to the
robustness problem of both the tree-based approaches and
the cluster-based approaches. In a multipath approach, as
the name suggests, a node broadcasts data to a number of
neighboring nodes, rather than sending its own data or the
aggregated data to a single parent. By doing so, a source
node can have multiple data flows to the destination,
which enables to achieve higher robustness since the
data can be delivered even when some of the multiple
flows fail. However, multipath approaches achieve the
robustness at the cost of some extra overhead resulting
from the excessive data transmission [9] [10].
In the smart meter network, since every smart meter estimates
the amount of resource consumption and transmits the data
to the aggregator(s), the smart meter network shares some
similar characteristics with the wireless sensor network. The
similarity has led to various research works that apply innetwork aggregation to the smart meter network.
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B. Incentive Mechanisms for Crowdsourcing
In recent years, many incentive mechanisms for crowdsourcing have been proposed. Yang et al. [11] present two generic
but concrete system model of incentive mechanisms for crowdsourcing: the platform-centric model, and the user-centric
model to motivate mobile users to participate in the crowdsensing system. D. Peng et al. [12] propose a quality based
incentive mechanism for crowdsensing, where the platform
rewards the participants proportionally to their contribution,
to motivate the rational participants to perform sensing tasks
efficiently. C. Liu et al. [13] propose a Quality of Information
(QoI)-aware incentive mechanism for participatory sensing to
maximize the quality of information by maximizing the user
participation in the system. S. Ji et al. [14] present an incentive
mechanism for mobile phones with uncertain sensing time.
Lee and Hoh [15] propose a Reverse Auction based Dynamic
Pricing incentive mechanism with Virtual Participation Credit
(RADP-VPC) to maintain participants and promote dropped
users to participate again in order to retain sufficient number
of participants for the required service quality. However, the
existing works assume that the value derived from completing
a requested task is fixed, no matter which provider takes
the requested task. In other words, the influence range of
completing the requested task is confined to the interaction
only between the platform (requester) and the winner providers
who receive the payment for completing the task. Therefore,
technically speaking, which provider is selected as a winner
does not affect the other loser providers’ utilities. However,
in reality, some additional values can be derived from which
provider takes the task, besides the value of completing the
requested task itself.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we present the system model of our incentive
mechanism for the smart meter data aggregation. The system
structure is in a form of reverse auction where the roles of buyers and providers are reversed. That is, in our system, providers
(smart meters) compete to obtain the data aggregation task
(acting as a relay) from the buyer (aggregator) and rewards
will decrease as the providers compete with each other. In
our system model, there are an aggregator, a platform, and
a set of N smart meters, W = {1, 2, 3, · · · , i, · · · , N } that
act as providers in the smart meter data aggregation. Figure 1
illustrates the relay appointment in the smart meter network.
We make following assumptions to reflect the real smart meter
network.
1) The platform can obtain the location information of every
smart meter.
2) Each smart meter has a limited capacity to aggregate data.
That is, each smart meter has the maximum number of
smart meters Smax that it can support as a relay.
For the smart meter data aggregation, the aggregator posts a
set of M data aggregation tasks, T = {1, 2, 3, · · · , j, · · · , M }
on the platform where each task j has the corresponding value,
vj ∈ R+ to the aggregator. With the second assumption taken
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Relay Smart Meter

Aggregator

fulness. The descriptions of each property are provided below.
• Individual Rationality: each participating worker has a
non-negative utility as ui ≥ 0, where ui is the utility of
entity i.
• Budget-balance: the budget assigned to the platform
can
P cover all the payment to the winning providers as
i∈Ws pi ≤ B.
• Computational Efficiency: the winner selection mechanism can be computed in polynomial time.
• Truthfulness: no provider can improve its utility by
submitting a false cost information. In other words, submitting the true cost information is the dominant strategy
for all smart meters.
According to Myerson [16], in order to guarantee truthfulness in a reverse auction system, an auction mechanism
should satisfy the following two conditions. First, the winner
selection process in the auction is monotone, which means
that if provider i wins the auction by bidding bi , he or she
will surely win the auction by bidding b0i ≤ bi . Second, the
winner in the auction is rewarded with the critical value, which
is defined as the maximum payment a seller can ask, while
winning the auction.

Figure 1. Relay Appointment in Smart Meter Network

into consideration, the aggregator determines the size of the
set of tasks, M ∈ Z + , which is calculated as
N

M≥

.
(1)
(Smax + 1)
Given T , the platform announces the data aggregation task
information to all the participating smart meters. In response
to the announcement, each smart meter i submits its type
information θi to the platform. Each type information θi
consists of smart meter i’s id idi and bid information bi . In
the process of completing its assigned data aggregation task,
smart meter i has an associated cost, ci ∈ R+ . Since each
smart meter is rationally selfish, each participating smart meter
i submits its bid price bi ≥ ci and decides to work on the
requested task only if it is paid with pi ≥ bi . Therefore, when
Ws denotes the set of selected smart meters, the utility of
smart meter i is defined
( as
pi − ci
if i ∈ Ws
ui =
.
(2)
0
otherwise
Given the set of data aggregation tasks T and the set of
smart meters W, the platform determines a subset of smart
meters which will act as relays for the data aggregation tasks
T and calculates the payment pj to each relay smart meter of
task j. For the aggregator, the payment to the winner smart
meters is the cost of completing the data aggregation tasks.
Thus, the utility of the aggregator is calculated as
X
X
u0 =
vj −
pi .
(3)
j∈T

i∈Ws

In our incentive mechanism, we aim to achieve the following
four desirable economic properties: (1) individual rationality,
(2) budget-balance, (3) computational efficiency, and (4) truth-
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IV. D ERIVATIVE VALUE AND C OMPETITION VALUE
As in the existing incentive mechanisms, the value of
submitting the aggregated data itself is fixed. However, on top
of the fixed value, we take into consideration some additional
value that depends on which smart meter takes the task, called
“derivative value”. The derivative value matrix of the requested
data aggregation task j is defined as


j
j
j
j
∆v11
∆v12
∆v13
· · · ∆v1N
j
j
j
j
 ∆v
∆v22 ∆v23 · · · ∆v2N 
21


j
j
j
j
j

 , (4)
∆v =  ∆v31 ∆v32
∆v33
· · · ∆v3N

 ···
···
···
···
··· 
j
j
j
j
∆vN
∆vN
1 ∆vN 2 ∆vN 3 · · ·
N
j
where each matrix element ∆viq
denotes smart meter q’s
derivative value when smart meter i is the winner for task
j
j, and ∆vii
= 0, ∀i ∈ W. When smart meter i is selected as
the winner, the derivative value of requested task j is defined
as
X
j
∆vij =
∆viq
.
(5)
q∈W

In other words, assuming smart meter i is the winner for task
j, the derivative value of task j is the sum of all the matrix
elements in the i-th row. To incorporate the derivative value
in the winner selection process, we introduce a “competition
value” of smart meter i for task j, which is defined as
vij = vj + ∆vij ,

(6)

where vj is the value of submitting the aggregated data of
task j itself. In the winner selection process, the smart meter
with a higher competition value and a lower bid has a higher
probability to win the competition. Additionally, we define
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“social welfare” of the system as
X
X
pi ,
W (1 ∼ N ) =
∆v∗j −
j∈T

(7)

i∈Ws

where ∆v∗j denotes the derivative value of the winner smart
meter for task j. That is, the social welfare of the system is
the sum of all selected smart meters’ derivative values minus
the sum of the payments for them. In this work, rather than
maximizing the utility of the platform, we set the objective
of the platform as maximizing the social welfare, in order to
enhance the overall participating smart meters’ satisfaction.
V. T HE D ESIGN OF SWIM
In this section, we present SWIM, a Social Welfare maximizing Incentive Mechanism for the smart meter data aggregation to enhance the overall satisfaction of participating smart
meters, and prove that the incentive mechanism satisfies all
the desirable economic properties. The incentive mechanism
consists of two algorithms: (1) k-means clustering algorithm,
and (2) winner selection algorithm.
A. k-means Clustering Algorithm
Given the set of data aggregation tasks (T ) and the set
of type information from participating smart meters (θ), the
platform runs k-means clustering algorithm [17]. As we assumed in the system model, the platform retains the location information of every smart meter. For simplicity, we
also assume that data transmission blockage by buildings is
negligible. By mapping the identification number of each
smart meter to the corresponding location information, the
platform can locate each participating smart meter. In this
work, we assume that the location information of smart meter
i contains a pair of its x-coordinate and y-coordinate. Using
this location information, the platform runs k-means clustering
algorithm. Since the aggregator has M data aggregation tasks,
the platform sets k to M to divide participating smart meters
into a set of M clusters, G = {G1 , G2 , G3 , · · · , Gj , · · · , GM }
to minimize the intra-cluster distance variance, defined as the
sum of square of distance between each smart meter in a
cluster and the centroid of the cluster, which is equal to all
the energy consumption for the data transmission within the
cluster.

selection rule, the platform does not determine the winner
smart meter, but just the candidate smart meter.
Step 2 - Payment: After selecting a candidate smart meter,
the platform decides the payment to the candidate, which
is defined as pj = max{pj , vbcj vij∗ }. Here, the payment pj
c
in our payment step is the critical value for smart meter i∗
when smart meter i∗ is the candidate of Gj . According to
the winner selection step, when smart meter c satisfies the
following chains of inequations
b|G |−1
b1
b2
bc
≤ j ≤ j ··· ≤ j j
,
(8)
j
vc
v1
v2
v|Gj |−1
the platform selects smart meter c as the winner smart meter
for Gj . If smart meter i newly joins the cluster Gj and wants
to win the auction, it must assign its bid as
bc
bi ≤ j × vij .
(9)
vc
Otherwise, the platform selects smart meter c as the winner
smart meter instead of smart meter i according to the winner
selection step. After calculating the payment to the candidate
smart meter, the platform checks the budget-balance. If the
payment is affordable, the platform determines the winner
and updates the budget. Otherwise, the platform discards the
candidate smart meter and repeats the winner selection rule
until it finds the winner in the rest of smart meters or none
of the smart meters in the cluster budget-feasible. The detail
of the winning requester selection algorithm is presented in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Winner Selection Algorithm
Input : θ, Γ, B
Output: Ws
1 Ws ← ∅, p1∼M ← 0;
2 G=k-means Clustering(θ, |Γ|);
3 for Gj ∈ G do
4
while pj = 0 do
5
i∗ ← arg min vbij ;
i∈Gj

6
7

i∈Gj

8
9

B. Winner Selection Algorithm

10

In the winner selection algorithm, the objective of the
platform is to maximize the social welfare of the system. The
algorithm is divided into two steps: winner selection step, and
payment step.
Step 1 - Winner Selection: To achieve the objective,
for each cluster Gj , the platform selects the smart meter
with the minimum bid to competition value ratio (bi /vij ) as
the candidate for the relay smart meter for data aggregation
task j. The winner selection step is the same as the greedy
mechanism which selects the smart meter with the minimum
bid to competition value ratio as a winner. The mechanism is
known to be computationally efficient. Note that in the winner

11
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12
13
14
15
16
17

i

Gj ← Gj \ {i∗ } ;
c ← arg min vbij ;
i

pj ← max{pj , vbcj vij∗ };
c
if B − pj ≥ 0 then
B ← B − pj ;
Ws ← Ws ∪ {i∗ };
else
pj ← 0;
end
end
end
return Ws

C. Economic Properties
In this subsection, we provide the proofs for the desirable
economic properties of SWIM.
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Lemma 1. SWIM is individually rational.
Proof. As we assumed in the system model, each participating
smart meter i submits its bid price bi ≥ ci to compensate the
associated cost, and decides to work on the requested task
only if it is paid with pi ≥ bi . Thus, the utility of winner
smart meter i is ui = pi − ci ≥ pi − bi ≥ 0. For the loser
smart meter, the utility is simply 0.

Lemma 2. SWIM is budget-balanced.
Proof. In the payment step, given the candidate for the relay
smart meter, the platform checks whether the budget can cover
the payment to the candidate. If the payment is not affordable
by the current budget, the platform discards the candidate and
repeats the winner selection rule. This step guarantees that the
payment to the winner smart meters is always decided within
the budget constraint.
Lemma 3. SWIM is computationally efficient.
Proof. Except for k-means clustering, the winner selection
algorithm takes O(M N 2 ) time since the winner selection step
and the payment step take O(N 2 ) for each cluster Gj and the
winner selection algorithm runs for G whose size is M .
Lemma 4. SWIM is truthful.

A. Simulation Setup
We assume that all the smart meters are randomly distributed
in a 2000 m by 2000 m region and the aggregator is located
at (1000, 2500), when the vertices of the region are (0, 0),
(0, 2000), (2000, 0), and (1000, 2500). In the simulation,
we define the cost ci of smart meter i as the additional data
transmission energy needed to act as a relay. To set the cost, we
adopt the data transmission energy consumption model from
[19]. According to the model, the smart meter consumes Eelec
in a unit of nJ/bit to operate the transmitter or the receiver
and Eamp in a unit of pJ/bit/m2 to run the amplifier. Then,
the amount of energy expended to send l-bit data a distance
d is calculated as
PT X (l, d) = Eelec l + Eamp ld2 .

(10)

For simplicity, we approximate PT X (l, d) to
PT X (l, d) ≈ Eamp × l × d2 ,

(11)

because d affects much more significantly to the transmission
energy. In the simulation, we set Eamp = 100 nJ/bit/m2
and l = 8000 bits. For the fixed value of submitting the
smart meter data, we set the same value v = 10 for every
smart meter. That is, vj , the fixed value of completing the
smart meter data aggregation task j for Gj is |Gj | × 10 when
the number of smart meters in Gj is the size of Gj . In the
j
simulation, we define the derivative value ∆viq
as the data
transmission energy saving of smart meter q when smart meter
i is the winner for task j. As the energy saving is in the unit
of J, we convert 10 J to the unit value (v = 1).
B. Simulation Results

Proof. According to [16], we need to prove that our winner
selection step satisfies the two conditions, the monotonicity
of the winner selection and the critical value based payment
to winners. The monotonicity of the winner selection step is
obvious, since if smart meter i wins the auction by bidding bi ,
he will be surely selected as winner by bidding b0i ≤ bi . For
the critical value based payment, the payment step of SWIM
calculates the critical value and set the value as the payment.
If smart meter i submits bi > pi , he will lose the auction and
be replaced. Therefore, pi is the critical value.
By Lemmas 1 to 4, we have Theorem 1 as follows:
Theorem 1. SWIM is individually rational, budget-balanced,
computationally efficient, and truthful.

VI. E VALUATION
In this section, we evaluate our incentive mechanism,
SWIM, and compare its social welfare to that of the existing
incentive mechanism [18] whose winner selection process
is also based on the greedy algorithm, while only taking
the fixed value of submitting the aggregated data itself into
consideration for the winner selection. For evaluation, we use
MATLAB.
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1) Social Welfare Increment: Figure 2 shows the social
welfare increment by incorporating the derivative value in
the winner selection process in comparison with [18]. Figure
2a shows the social welfare increment corresponding to the
number of participating smart meters. Results show that regardless of the system size (the number of participating smart
meters), the social welfare increment is positive, which means
that a higher social welfare is obtained by considering the
derivative value in the winner selection process. The higher
social welfare results from selecting more profitable (in terms
of social welfare) smart meters as relays as well as rewarding
them with less payment than [18], while still satisfying the
individual rationality of each smart meter. Results also show
that as the system size increases, the social welfare increment
per cluster decreases. The reason for the decrease in the social
welfare increment comes from the density change of smart
meters in the simulation region. As the density increases, the
difference between the transmission distance to the aggregator
and that to a relay smart meter becomes less, which consequently results in the less transmission energy saving. Figure
2b shows the social welfare increments corresponding to the
increasing Smax . Results show that regardless of Smax , a
higher social welfare is obtained by considering the derivative
value in the winner selection process. The reason for the higher
social welfare is the same as that of the system size. Results
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also show the tendency that with higher Smax , the system can
obtain higher social welfare. Therefore, as Smax increases,
the aggregator can achieve a larger gap between the derivative
value increment and the payment to the winner smart meters.
The tendency results from a relatively lower increase rate of
the payment corresponding to Smax in comparison to that
of the derivative value. Assuming one aggregator can cover
500 smart meters, we can achieve an increment of 300 in
the social welfare, which amounts to 3000 J. Then, if smart
meters transmit data every 15 minutes, we can save 288,000
J per day from 500 smart meters. Applying the calculation
result to the number of smart meters installed in the US as
of 2014 [2], we can save 28.8 GJ of energy for smart meters
in the US. Moreover, if we can deploy smart meters with a
higher Smax , the smart meter network can achieve even more
energy saving.
2) Utility Increment of Aggregator: Figure 3 shows the
utility increment of the aggregator by incorporating the derivative value in the winner selection process, in comparison
with [18]. The simulation settings are the same as those of
social welfare increment. Figure 3a shows that regardless of
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the system size (the number of participating smart meters),
the aggregator achieves the higher utility by considering the
derivative value in the winner selection process. According
to (3), the utility of the aggregator u0 is only affected by
pi since vi for each smart meter has the same value. Thus,
unlike the case of social welfare increment, the higher utility
of the aggregator only results form achieving narrower gaps
between ci and pi , ∀i ∈ Ws than [18], while still satisfying the
individual rationality of each winner smart meter. Results also
show that as the system size increases, the utility increment
of the aggregator per cluster decreases. The downturn in the
utility increment indicates that as the density of smart meters
increases, the gap between pi of SWIM and that of [18]
becomes narrower. Figure 3b shows that regardless of Smax ,
the aggregator achieves the higher utility by considering the
derivative value in the winner selection process. Results also
show that with a higher Smax , the aggregator can obtain a
higher utility. Such tendency indicates that the aggregator can
achieve higher cost-effectiveness by appointing the smart meters with a higher Smax as relays. The reason for the tendency
is that the reward which will be given to newly appointed smart
meters is more expensive than that of the existing relay smart
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meters for the increment of data aggregation coverage.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we propose SWIM, a social welfare maximizing incentive mechanism for the smart meter data aggregation.
SWIM encourages users to contribute their smart meters
to be used as relays for the smart meter data aggregation
system by rewarding the relay smart meters. In order to
enhance the overall satisfaction of participating smart meters,
SWIM maximizes the social welfare of the system, rather
than maximizing the utility of the aggregator. On top of
the fixed value of submitting the smart meter data itself,
SWIM incorporates some additional value derived from the
data aggregation process, named “derivative value”, in the
winner smart meter selection process. We prove that SWIM
achieves individual rationality, budget-balance, computational
efficiency, and truthfulness. Simulation results show that our
incentive mechanism achieves better social welfare of the
system and the utility of the aggregator, compared to the
existing incentive mechanisms. As a future work, we will
consider the data aggregation in the multi-hop heterogeneous
relay smart meter network where smart meters have different
data transmission distances and Smax .
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Abstract— Recently, analog radio systems are being replaced
with digital radio systems. The digital radio can provide high
quality services because it is robust to interference and it has a
high power efficiency. Thus, an efficient channel allocation
plan is needed. This paper proposes a channel allocation plan
for Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) and Digital Radio
Mondiale Plus (DRM+) systems in Very High Frequency
(VHF) band III, and presents interference analysis results
about this plan. In the channel allocation plan for only DAB
system, some local stations lack extra available programs.
Accordingly, DRM+ blocks are allocated to the local stations.
This paper analyzes the interference between the DAB system
and between the DRM+ system. These results will contribute to
broadcast network planning of the digital radio.
Keywords-Digital radio broadcast; DAB system; DRM+
system; Channel allocation plan.

II. DAB/DRM+ SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION AND FREQUENCY
ASSIGNMENT SCHEME

A. DAB and DRM+ systems desription
The DAB system can provide a high quality service and
excellent mobile reception quality by using audio
compression technology based on Moving Picture Experts
Group (MPEG) Audio Layer II [2]. Also, it has high
efficiency of using frequency because it can transmit
multiple programs to an OFDM signal called ensemble. In
this paper, 9 programs are transmitted through one ensemble
allotted 128kbps bit rate. The transmission method of DAB
is Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing
(COFDM).
TABLE I. DAB AND DRM+ SYSTEMS FEATURE

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, most communication systems are changing the
digital systems [1] because analog communication systems
are sensitive to noise and have a low frequency efficiency.
Also many countries are promoting the introduction of the
digital radio and some countries are actually providing
digital radio service.
Digital radio is robust against interference, has a higher
power efficiency than existing systems and can provide
additional data service, such as a text messege, image, thus
it can provide high quality of service that can enhance
competitiveness of the radio medium. In particular, it can
efficiently use the limited frequency resources because it
can multiplex various programs on a single broadcast
channel. So, existing broadcasters are able to provide
additional services and the listener can obtain a variety of
media by introducing new radio operators.
In this paper, we develop a channel allocation plan for
the DAB system [7] and DRM+ system [8] in VHF Band III.
In this paper, we present the interference analysis simulation
results.
This paper content is: In Section 2, the DAB and DRM+
systems are presented. Section 3 describes the DAB and the
DRM + channel assignment scheme in the VHF channel. In
Section 4, we presents results of the interference analysis
simulation. Finally, in Section 5, we present the conclusion.
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DAB

DRM+

Transmission

Band-I, II, III, IV,
L-Band
COFDM

Modulation

DQPSK

System bandwidth
Number of
subcarriers

1.536 MHz

30MHz
~ Band-III
COFDM
4-QAM
16-QAM
100 kHz

1536

213

Frequency

Subcarrier spacing

1 kHz

444 Hz

Audio coding

MPEG Audio
Layer II

MEPG-4 CELP
MPEG-4 HVXC

Broadcast frequency of DRM+ system is extended to
240 MHz also bandwidth is increased to 100 kHz. It uses
MPEG-4 Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP) and
MPEG-4 Harmonic Vector excitation Coding (HVXC) in
audio coding. The DRM+ system can select one of 4Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM), 16-QAM
modulation according to a service quality and robustness.
The transmission method of DRM+ is COFDM and DRM+
system transmits 1 program per 1 block allotted 74.5kbps.
Table 1 indicates a summary of the DAB and DRM+
systems [2][3].
B. DAB and DRM+ system frequency assignment scheme
The three DAB ensembles are assigned in VHF channel
having a 6 MHz bandwidth. A guard band between each
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ensembles is set to 192 kHz. A lower guard band in front of
ensemble A is set to 512 kHz, upper guard band beside
ensemble C is set to 496 kHz.

Figure 1. DAB ensembles and DRM+ blocks assignment in VHF channel.

The DRM+ system has a bandwidth of 100 kHz per one
block and sets the center frequency interval at 100 kHz.
Therefore, it sets a total of 60 blocks in VHF Channel. DAB
ensembles and DRM blocks assignment in VHF channel are
represented in Figure 1.
III.

currently broadcasting. For example, in the case of Seoul,
Seoul Tx is broadcasting on 23 FM radio. When FM
broadcastings are replaced by DAB ensembles, three
ensembles are required. Thus, we allocate ensemble A, B, C
of Channel 7. Others also allocate DAB ensembles to
another area in the same way shown in Figure 3. FM
broadcasting programs are marked with yellow and the
allocated DAB ensemble numbers are marked with green in
Figure 3. The cases requiring interference analysis for cochannel or an adjacent channel are connected with the arrow
and marked in orange. There are 8 cases requiring
simulation analysis. The cases are shown in Figure 3.
In the case of Seoul, three DAB ensembles are allocated
in Seoul TX and Seoul TX is able to accommodate 27
programs and is broadcasting 23 programs. Therefore, it can
transmit further 4 programs. In the same way, extra available
programs for each local TX are shown in Table 3.

ALLOCATION PLAN FOR DAB AND DRM+ SYSTEMS

A. Allocation plan for DAB system
Terrestrial Digital Multimedia Broadcasting (T-DMB) in
Korea is being transmited without configuring the SFN
(Single frequency Network) in some areas because of the
interference effect of the existing analog TV channel.
However, we assume SFN area configuration in this paper,
since the DTV transition is completed from the analog TV.
T-DMB channel of Jeolla-do is divided into three channels.
It is integrated into 8 channels. T-DMB channel of
Gyeongsangbuk-do that is divided into two channels. It is
integrated into 7 channels. T-DMB channel of
Gyeongsangnam-do that is divided into two channels. It is
integrated into 12 channels. Table 2 shows the integrated
channels and the existing the T-DMB channel.
TABLE II. THE RE-ALLOCATION CHANNELS AND THE EXISTING THE TDMB CHANNEL
Existing T-DMB Channel

Re-allocation channel

Jeollanam-do

8

Jeollanam-do (Eastern)

7

Jeollabuk-do
Gyeongsangbuk-do
(Southern)
Gyeongsangbuk-do
(Northern)
Gyeongsangnam-do
(Eastern)
Gyeongsangnam-do
(Western)

12

8

7

Figure 2. The available channel by region in Korea.
7

9
12
12
9

We were placed in regional DAB ensemble using a
derived available channel. The available channels of region
are shown in Figure 2. Ensembles of each local station are
allocated based on the number of FM broadcasting which is
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The number of extra available programs is different by
region. Cheongju TX cannot introduce a new broadcaster
because, in this case, the number of additional available
programs is zero. In this paper, in order to solve this
problem, we propose an allocation plan for DAB and
DRM+ systems in the area with the less than 6 available
programs.
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TABLE III. EXTRA AVAILABLE PROGRAMS FOR EACH LOCAL TX
Local
Broadcasting

Num. of
FM
program

Seoul

23

Gyeonggi

3

Incheon

2

Gangneung

13

Wonju

7

Chuncheon

11

Samcheok

7

Daejeon

13

Chungju

7

Cheongju

9

Andong

10

Daegu

15

Pohang

12

B. Mixed allocation plan for the DAB and DRM+ systems

Changwon

10

Upper guard band (496 kHz) and lower guard band (512
kHz) are in VHF channel with DAB ensemble. Four DRM+
blocks are allocated in each guard band as shown in Figure
5. Frequency offset between the DRM+ block 4 and DAB
ensemble A in lower guard band is 930 kHz. Frequency
offset between DRM+ block 57 and DAB ensemble C in
upper guard band is 930 kHz.

Jinju

7

Busan

16

Ulsan

11

Joenju

11

Gwangju

17

Yeosu

10

Mokpo

7

Jeju

12

Figure 3. DAB ensemble allocation results by local stations.

Figure 4. DAB ensembles and the DRM+ blocks allocation in VHF
channel.

According to ITU-R standard [4], when the frequency
offset between DRM+ block and DAB ensemble is 100 kHz
and DAB system is wanted signal, D/U ratio is -36 dB.
When Frequency offset between DRM+ block and DAB
ensemble is 100 kHz and DRM+ system is wanted signal,
D/U ratio is -40 dB. Accordingly, the interference effect
between DRM+ block and DAB ensemble is not considered.
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DAB ensemble
(Total available
program)
9A, 9B, 9C
(27)
7C
(9)
7A
(9)
8A, 10A
(18)
7A
(9)
7B,10B
(18)
8C
(9)
13A, 13B
(18)
10A
(9)
10C
(9)
12A, 12B
(18)
8A, 8B
(18)
10B, 10C
(18)
8C, 10A
(18)
11C
(9)
11A, 11B
(18)
13A, 13B
(18)
10A, 13C
(18)
11A, 11B
(18)
10B, 10C
(18)
9A
(9)
12A, 12B, 12C
(27)

Num. of
extra
available
program
4
6
7
5
2
7
2
5
2
0
8
3
6
8
2
2
7
7
1
8
2
15

The DRM+ blocks and the DAB ensemble are allocated
as shown in Figure 4; the total of 56 DRM+ blocks are
secured from VHF channel 7 to 13. We proposed a plan that
secures extra available programs in local stations. DRM+
blocks is allocated for the number of lacking extra program.
The final result of allocated DRM+ blocks is shown in
Figure 5.
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TABLE V. PR FOR THE DRM+ SYSTEM INTERFERD
WITH BY THE DRM+ SYSTEM
Frequency offset
0
±100
±200
±400

PR between DRM+ system
4
-16
-40
-63

The interference influence from Cheongju in Chuncheon
is shown in Figure 6 (a). The interference area is 0.31% of
the coverage area of Chuncheon. The interference area in
Kapeong is 1.56% of the total coverage area of Chuncheon.
This interference area is 3.18% of the coverage area of
Cheongju. The interference area in Eumsung is 11.31% of
the total coverage area of Cheongu.

Figure 5. DAB ensemble and DRM+ block allocation results by region
broadcasting in Korea.

This plan has the same case considering the interference
analysis between DAB ensemble as the only DAB ensemble
allocation plan. Frequency offset between DRM+ block of
Daejeon and DRM+ block of Daegu is 400 kHz. Hence, we
execute an interference analysis for case 9 in Figure 5.
IV.

(a) Interference influenced from Cheongju in Chuncheon.

SIMULATION RESULT

We use the Spectrum Management Intelligence system
(SMIs) in order to verify the reliability of the derived results.
SMIs is a frequency analysis system for broadcast networks
that is used to analyze the interference and the field strength
of propagation in Korea. This system was offered by the
Korea National Radio Research Agency (KNRRA) of Korea
Communication Commission (KCC).
Protection Ratio (PR) for DAB system interfered with
by DAB system is set by ITU-R standards [4][5]. PR for
DRM+ system interfered with by DRM+ system is set by
ITU-R standards [4][6]. Each PR is shown in Table 4 and
Table 5.
TABLE IV. PR FOR THE DAB SYSTEM INTERFERED
WITH BY THE DAB SYSTEM
Channel offset
Co-channel
Adjacent channel
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PR between DAB system
10
-37
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(b) Interference influenced Chuncheon from in Cheongju.
Figure 6. Inteference analysis result between Chuncheon and Cheongju.
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TABLE VI. STATIONS THAT OCCURRED MORE THAN
5% INTERFERENCE AREA RATIO
Case
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧

(a) Interference influenced from Daegu in Daejeon.

⑨

Wanted signal
Gyeonggi
Chuncheon
Chuncheon
Cheongju
Chuncheon
Chungju
Cheongju
Chungju
Chungju
Daejeon
Daejeon
Jinju
Gwangju
Jinju
Changwon
Yeosu
Daejeon
Daegu

Interference area ratio
·
0%
·
0%
Kapeong
1.56%
Eumsung
11.31%
·
0%
·
0%
Eumsung
17.23%
Cheongju
32.92%
Cheongwon
0.73%
Eumsung
20.75%
Muju
4.34%
Hamyang
7.25%
Hadong
11.05%
Hadong
1.82%
·
0%
·
0%
·
0%
·
0%

A total of nine cases are derived from allocating DAB
ensemble and DRM+ block in each local station. As a result
of interference analysis, additional interference case did not
occur and local stations that have the extra available
programs of less than 6 secure 6 extra available programs.
In this paper, the frequency of DRM+ system is allocated
with DAB system having no interference. Accordingly, if
the DRM+ system is used in guard band in the DAB system,
frequency efficiency is improved. The presented results can
be used as a basis for broadcast network planning of the
digital radio in Korea.
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